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SURGERY AMONG THE INSANE: ITS DIFFICULTIES,

ITS ADVANTAGES, ITS RESULTS.

BY A. T. HOBBs, M1.D.,
Asylun for Insane, London,-Ontario.

IT is generally understood, that for the successful treatment of
physical diseases to which mankind is prone, the physician, in
his endeavor to bring about favorable results, must have the pa-
tient's confidence and co-operation, and must also acquire a Iow-
ledge of the temperaments, idiosyncrasies and individualities of
the person -being treated. Without these acquireinents, on the
part of the physician, and with the absence of trust on the part
of the patient, it is difficult to produce satisfactory results.

In the treatment of bodily diseaseq anong the insane, the
asylum physician encounters difficulties that would seem to the
ordinary practitioner almost insurmountable. He has to make
linself thoronghly acquainted with the various mental phazea
peculiar to each insane person, and must exhibit an inexhaustible
supply of patience. He must be ever ready to- depart from the
beaten track of routine treaLment and, as circumstances arise,
initiate for hinself new methods of dealing withi each meutally
deranged individual.

In the application of surgery to the treatment of surgical
diseases in the London Asylum we have encountered ail kinds of
difficulties, and experience has tau·ght us how to successfully over-
come the various obstacles that arise froin time to time.
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The difficulties may be detailed as follows :
1. Difficulty of Diagnosis: Very little reliance can be placed

upon subjective symptoms as portrayed by the insane. In many
pain is not indicated as it would be in a sane person. The suffer-
ing induced by physical ailments in the insane may be designated
by them as an electric etirrent working upon their bodies detri-
mental to their well-being, or the action of some deadly poison
introduced into their system by someone inside or outside of the
asylum precincts; or to mesmerism, or to malevolence on the part
of au enemy, etc. Others may have serious diseases present, but
sensation is so dulled that no complaint that would indicate
physical suffering is made at all. The description of their trou-
bles, when given, is mainly erroneous and usually misleading.
Actual examination is the only reliable method of ascertaining
the existence of jphysical derangements in the insane.

2. Difficulties of Exanination: The physical examination of
insane patients presents many hindrances. They will not allow
themselves to -be touched by the physician. Their suspicions or
fears of a simple action like a physical examination of the chest
will cause them to struggle so that any effort to obtain satisfactory
information concerning the heart, lungs, or abdominal contents
is rendered futile. This being very often the case in such simple
procedures, it will be understood that to obtain a gynecological
examination of an insane female is practically impossible without
the aid of anesthesia.

3. Thè Difficulty of Anesthesia: In the early days of our sur-
gical vork chloroforn was the selected, anesthetic. This, how-
ever, had to be abandoned, as resuscitation had to be resorted to
in several instances to prevent collapse, as the chloroformn narcosis
became too profound and heart-action alarmingly weak. I be-
lieve that the depression and depreciation of the whole nervous
system coincident with the mental derangement, makes chloro-
form a dangerovs anesthetic to be generally used .1pon the insane.
The application of ether has given satisfaction, and more so since
the introduction of preliminary narcosis witlh nitrous oxide gas.
The latter anesthetic prevents the struggling of the patient usually
induced in the initial stage of the inhalation.

4. The Difficulties of Preparation for Operation: The pre-
paratory treatment of a surgical case is often made difficult by
the obstinacy and resistanco of the patient. Simple bathing of
a patient will sometimes take the united attention of three or more
nurses. The saine thing arises when an enema is given, or the
urine drawn. Often the entire preparation, other than the bath-
ing and of the giving of a purgative enema, cau only beb carried
out when the patient is under an anesthetic.

5. The Difficulty of After Treatment: Yursing insane pa-
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tients, especially after a severe surgical procedure, is often
attended with difficulties that are unknown to surgeons who;
clientele are possessed of mental soundness.

Some patients, after the effects of the anesthetic have passed
off, will demand food and drink, and vill not be pacified. until
their desires are partially, at least, appeased. Others will get out
of bed if the nurse's attention should for one moment be directed
to another part of the room, while. some, unless carefully watched,
will pass their hands under the dressing and finger the wound, or
even go so far as to tear off the dressings and pull on the sutures.
If excited, they will chatter incessantly, and if irritable they may
become very disturbed and noisy. Dieting these patients, owing
to their insane desires and cravings, is often troublesome. If
not satisfied with the food prepared for them they vill vent their
displeasure by breaking the dishes, storming at the nurses and
making themselves generally disagreeable. The .thermometer is
almost invariably used in the axilla, and even this simple pro-
cedure is repugnant to many of theml, and a broken thermometer
at times registers their dislike to such proceedings. This little
instrument is sometimes regarded with deep suspicion as having
the power to produce all kinds of electric shocks and cvil influences
upon their persons. I have known a patient on whom the thermo-
meter was used, per mouth, produce in a few days a semi-circular
nlcer extending under the edge of the tongue induced bybiting and
cbafing it with the teeth, and then blamed the thermometer as
being the cause, and denounced the nurse as having ulterior de-
signs on her. Passive resistance has often to be overcome before
a catheter eau be passed or .a patient sponged. It is not unusual
for a patient to wet. sheets and soil dressings, necessitating fre-
quent changing. I have known patients get exceedingly angry
if not allowed to get out of bed soon after a severe abdominal
operation. No amount of persuasion will induce others to take
medicine. In the course of subsequent treatment it requires
(ternal vigilance, endless patience, combined with the unlimited
tact of the nurses who have charge of these special cases. I may
say that without careful, conscientions nurses, trained especiaLIy
for the management of these cases, the work would be a dismal
failure.

As an offset to these difficulties of surgery among asylum
patients, there are some advantages in the fact that they are
insane, viz. :

1. Advantages: Little or no shock, as a rule, succeeds even a
prolonged aiid dangerous operation, and post-operative pain is
rarely esomphiiîd of. No doubt the changed mental condition
and the insensitiveness of the nervous systeni accounts for this.
The majority of these cases make a good and rapid convalescence.
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2. Another advantage is that, except in occasional cases, the
regimen laid out for them is strictly adhered to in spite of all
whims and fancies.

3. Again, ether narcosis is very quicldy recovered from in the
insane. A gentle slapping of the face -will quickly arouse the
most profoundly anesthetized patient and very little nausea or
vomiting occurs subsequent to the use of ether. I may say in
this connection that after an experience of about six huudred
etherizations I have never seen an insane patient made.mentally
worse or in any way mentally improved as a direct result of the
anesthesia.

Results: The results of operative surgery, especially gyneco-
logical, among the insane are twofold.

Primarily-the restoration of physical lealth.
Secondarily-the improvement and recovery of the mental

condition.
I desire It this point to emphasize inost strongly the fact that

we do not operate for insanity or for the relief of the mental
condition. Some physicians persist in ignoring this, and en-
deavor to fasten on us the charge that we claim to cure mental
diseases by direct operation. Let me once more reiterate our
text, " that these operations are donc primarily and specifically
for the reioval of physical disease and the promotion of bodily
comfort." Can anything be more clear than this ? As to any
succeeding mental improvements and recovery, this is always
secondary to the restoration to bodily health from the removal of
disease, especially pelvic. Let me ask, how can good hcalth be
established if complicating pathological disease is present in the
patient's systei without removing such lesion? And how are
new growths, lacerated cervices, torn perinei, prolapsed uteei, etc.,
pertaining to gynecological diseases, to be eradicated without the
aid of surgical neasures ? If these conditions are present and
are removed, and as a i'esult good bodily health -is restored and
subsequent mental improvement succeeds, especially in cases of
long-standing insanity, is it not fair to deduce that some connec-
tion exists between the bodily ailments and the abnormal mental
condition ?

It is conceded that the physical basis of mental disease is the
brain itself. It is also' admitted by all authorities on mental
disease that disturbances of this organ are often a. sequence of
derangements of other organs of the body.

Also I think it will be admitted that the organs forming the
series engaged in the reproduction of the species arc, next to the
brain, the most complex in their mechanism and most p4ofouudly
physiological in their function.

FuIrthermore. I am free to admit that deran-ements of the
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brain will sometimes affect the functions of the sexual systom;
but on the other hand I emphatically affirm, from my experienne
of 168 cases, that disorders of the sexual organs will often pro-
duce disturbances of the brain ranging fron mild mental unrest
to the most severe attacks of insanity.

Whether this is brouglit about by reflex action, changed in-
ternal secretion, or of whatever theory which may be adv.meîed
as a solution of the phenomenon, the truth forces itself home to
those having been actually engaged in the work that there does
exist a certain interdependence between the organs of reason and
those of generation.

At the LondouAsylumwe have, since the commencement of the
year 1895, endeavored to give our patients, when found necessary,the benefit of proper surgical treatment. Since that time· we
have examined gynecologically 211 patients and found disease in
179; 168 of these received treatment indicated. for the diseases
presented at time of examination.

The diseases relieved were subinvolution or endometritis, or
both, 127 times; cystic, lacerated or hypertrophied crevices, 59
times; retroverted or displaced uteri, 52 timies; prolapsed uteri,o tunes; lacerated perinei, 34 times; diseases of the ovaries and
tubes, 32 times; fibroid tuinors, 14 times; malignant tumor.F,twice;
tubercular peritonitis, twice, and fistula, twice. On these it was
necessary to perforin 127 currettages, 51 trachelorrhaphies or ani-
putation of the cervix uteri, 36 Alexanders, 12 ventro fLxations
or suspensions, 26 perineorrhaphies, 21 ovariotomies, 14 abdom-
inal and 8 vaginal hysterectomies, 2 myonectomies and 2 lapar-
otomies for tubercular peritonitis.

The physical outcome of operative treatment was uniformly
gnod. More than this, the changes fron abnormal to a normal
mental condition succeeding the removal of these sources of irri-tation and of bodily decay occurred so frequently and so markedly
that to terni such phenomena mere coincident or accident in each~
case is absurd.

TU summing up the mental results, I have divided the 168
patients into two groups and have further subdivided eacli group
into divisions, the designation of each patient being indicated by
the main disease present in her case.

1. The iiiflammatory group, consisting of 98 cases, are asfollows:
Diseases. No. Ratio R.atiocases. Mental Recovery. Mental Improveuent.

Ovarian and tubail.......... .22 .. 15 or 68% .. 3 or 14%Uterine body................ 38 .. 19 or 53% .. 6 or 17%Uterine -bQdy-and cervix. ...... 36 15 or 391% .. 8 or 21%Tubercular peritonitis.........2 .. 1 or 50% .. 1 or 50%

The averaoge ratio of recoveries in the group was 51 per cent.and the nuproved ratio was 17 per cent.
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2. The non-infanmatory group, consisting of 70 cases, are
as follows:

Discase or Lesion. No. Ratio Ratio
Cases. Mental 1ecovery. Mental lInprovecnt.

Uterinie tumors--malignant and
benign ................ 24 .. 7 or 219% .. 9 or 37%

Displacemients of utertis ...... 40 .. 13 or 32½% .. 13 or 32k%
Tea'rs of perineuin, fistula, etc. .. - .. 2 or 33%

This class, as a whole, gave a recovery rate of 25 1-2 per cent.,
as well as 31 per cent. who improved mentally.

The number of deaths succeeding operation in the 168 cases
was four, or a little over 2 per cent.

This dividing of the whole number into groups points out the
relative effect that the removal of the difficult lesions subsequently
had upon the mental health. It will be noted that the best results
followed the removal of diseases that were the result of previous
inflamnatory reaction.. Needless to impress the importance ofi
the treatment of such gynecie disease whenever found in a de]
ranged female.

It is interesting to note that insane patients, being mentally
deranged for two years, are considered chronic, and that th.--y
prospects of mental recovery are somewhat remote. The fict,
then, that 51 of the 112 patients who recovered or impro'.,ed
mentally hadc been insane for two years is exceptional, and is addi-
tional evidence as to the immense value of surgical gyneeo''ogy
when applied to removal or abatement of pelvie disease when
found to exist among the insane.

Notwithstanding all this, there are those who doubt the truti
of these statements. There are those who denounce these methods
as savoring of mutilation, and characterize- the introduction of
gynecological surgery among insane patients as a presumptuous
innovation which claims to cure mental disease by way of the
pelvic cavity. Such criticisms may sound extremely vi-tuouÉ
and wear the air of xighteous censorship; bût coniing from those
whose experience is entirely thepetical and. not practical should
carry the weight of theory but not that of fact.

In conclusion, let me draw the attention of those critics to a
fact which they must have overlooked, that there are liundreds of
physicians in Canada to-day who, during long years of practice
have had women consult them for the relief of some pelvic dis·
comfort or distress; and at the same time that they have notice
in these women pronounced abnormal mental symptoms indicatint
that if they were not already insane, they were at least on th
borderland of insanity.

Furthermore, that after 'having removed the pelvic lesion i
these women, they have wit.nessed an improveinent or di
appearance of the coincident mental derangement. Let me the

~ii
i
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say that no amount of criticism or theoretical argument can over-
come the conviction in the minds of these physicians that there
must have been some connection betveen the local disease and
the complicating abnornal mental condition.

PRE-COLUI1BIAN LEPROSY-A CRITICAL ESSAY.*

BY ROBERT LEHMANN-NITSCHE, M.D.,
Doctor of Natural Sciences in charge of tie Antiropological Section of the Museuni of La Plata,

1-1 Plata, 1808.

To Dr. Albert S. Aslunead, of New York, belongs the merit of
having raised the question whether+he mutilations which are pre-
sented on the body of ancient Peruvian anthropomorphous clay
figures, pertain to those produced by leprosy or, more important,
if that diseasè existed in pre-Columbian times. This gentleman
communicated to the Antlhropological Society of Berlin the opin-
ion of Mr. Muniz (of Lima), praying its judgment; accord-
ing to the opinion of the last, some of the clay figures derived
-From ancient Peruvian graves present indications of said disease.

Prof.. Virchow, on learning the hypothesis of Dr. Ashmead, was
induced to remark, at the same time, that frequently the said
alterations any be very sim'ilar to those produced by syphilis.
For the purpose of explaining this question, lie had revised the
collection of the Royal Museum at Berlin, whose Director, M11r.
Bastian, presented afterwards to the Anthropological Society the
two figures vhich had been found, comm-unicating also some notes
on the history of leprosy.

Dr. Virchov, after examining them, said that in his judgment,
the mutilations of the first vase corresponded to leprosy; those of
the second he thought more convenient to attribute to a lisease of
a kind of itch.

These two clay figures have been reproduced in a North Amer-
ican Review, by Dr. Ashmead, who continues to occupy himself
of this theme. He has published his works in the medical period-
icals of this country; the last of these was presented to the Inter-
national Congress of Ieprosy, iwhich took place in Berlin last year.
The conclusions which resulted from this investigation led him
to believe that the mutilations which are presont on the Peruvian
clay figures-that is, loss of the nose, loss of the upper lip, and,
of the feet-do not indicate alterations produced by leprosy, but
might be easily those proceeding from syphilis. The aspect which
the face presdnts in a leper is different, and moreover, other causes
induce fr. Ashmead to make liis conclusions.

*1leview of the Museurn of La Plata (Argentina), Vol. IX., page 337, and following.
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The last work of Mr. Ashinead, was cominunicated to the Con-
gress by Prof, Virchow, who showed at the saie time that other
Peruvian clay figures found subsequently in tle 'Royal îMusemr
of Berlin, presented equally such mutilations. Reserving care-
fully his opinious, but running in contradiction with Dr. Ashmead,
lie thought that in reality it was leprosy whicli had produced the
mutila'tions.

Dr. PolakowskSy, well known in South Aimerica, affirmeu, on
the contrary, that he had not encountered indications in the His-
pano-Aimerican literature that explained or proved the existence
of pre-Coluibian leprosy, and that according to the opinion of
Dr. Carrasquilla, of Bogota:

1. The first authentie case of real leprosy occurred in the per-
son of the conqueror of Colonbia, Jimenez de Quesada; this last
who died of syphilis and leprosy, had brought these blessings from
bis country.

2. That leprosy does not exist anong the savage Indians of the
North-east of Colonbia, who hold no relations with Europeans.
in the ineantime; that it is encountered ii the civilized regions of
the country, especially in the department of Santander, where it is
very coîmmon.

The memb]ers of the International Congress of Leprosy left the
case without resolution.

The question has been newly stirred up in the Anthropological
Society of Berlin, by Prof. Virchow, who explained.in the Session
of the 16th of October, 1897, all that is known on this point up to
date, and Polakowsky repeated what lie had already said in the
International Congress of Leprosy, showing that if this disease
had produced similar mutilations in the feet, as those represented
in the vessels, they would have been produced likewise, at least in
the fingers, an indication which does not show itself in any of the
Clay figures. Polakowsky communicated besides the opinion of
Dr. Carrasquilla:

3. That these ceramics do not treat of lepers, but punished
criminals; that for little faults they cut off the nose and the upper
lip; wlien they brought back old offenders Who hal escaped, they
amiputated also the feet, to keep them from conmitting new crimes.

Dr. Carrasquilla promised to send to Dr. Polakowsky the
bibliographical proofs of the three opinions which:he has put forth.

The sumnmary of Prof. Virchow and the annotations of Mr.
Polakowsky came to hand in opportune time to allow me to treat
the questions of pre-Columbian leprosy in the section of Medical
Science of the First Scientific Latin-American Congres , which
took place in Buenos Ayres, April 10-20, 1898.

The M-useum of La Plata possesses a most beautiful collection
of different centenaries of ancient Peruvian clay figures, avd some
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of them present mutilations very similar to those studied by Ash-
mead, and those of the Royal Museum of Berlin. They were

resented to the Congress with the object of throwing light on this
question. After synthetizing these anterior remarks, I give the
follow'ing: " Now, I may be permitted to express my opinion, to
say that I doubt inuch that the mutilation of the nose, and of the
upper lip has any etiological relation with that of the feet. It
appears to me that here they treat of invalid beggars, who have
acquired one of the diseases which are contracted in misery. This
last disease, I arn inclined to believe, was leprosy, because accord-
ing to the accredited opinion of Dr. Virchow, there has not been
eonfirmed as yet the existence of syphilis in pre-Columbian times.
It is very difficult to distinguish the causes whicli could have pro-
duced the mutilations of the face, because both mentioned diseases
and lupus occasion similar results, and in past times. they werc
continually confounded. Who knows whèther the Peruvian artist
did not represent the results of these diseases in1 the same way, so
that they could not be distinguished ? Ail that these ancient artists
have represented has been characterized in an admirable manner.
And to show this you may sec here the blind and the obese. To
close: It is evident that these other two objects (Figs. 1 and 2)
which I present, are not, in muy opinion, amputated members, as
Ashmead afirms,* but simply drinking vessels. I now beg those
present to have the goodness to express their opinions respecting
the question of leprosy."

Discussion (after a short intermission .allowed by the Presi-
dent, for the purpose of examining the collection of Peruvian
elay figures which had been brought to the Çonference from the
:fMuseuim of La Plata):

Dr. Valdez Morel (of Santiago, Chili): I am of opinion, re-
garding the mutilation of the nose, which is presented in these
Peruvian objects, that such objects are cases of lupus, and not of
leprosy. In the face which appears with the nose destroyed, it
'cannot be affirmed, because it would be a rare coincidence, an
isolated mutilation of nose in a case of leprosy.. With regard to
the members (feet lost) the interpretation is doubtful.

Dr. Sommers (of Buenos Ayres): I declare categorically that
the cases represented in these clay figures cannot be leprosy, be-
cause the nose appears destroyed, and in lepers the nose is not
destroyed, but enlarged. Neither do they appear to me as cases of
comnmon lupus, that is to say, of tuberculous lupus. The regu-

ISee AlbertS. Ashmcad, American Pathological Notes: . Pre-Coliumbian Surgery. I. Syphi-
lti lesi ,n observed on a pre Cuitimbian skuil, univ. Med. Mag., Junè, 1895, y Bibl. Nùunero 6, page
49. Dr Asiiea4 believeq that the clay figures, whieh have ,n extremity in the upper part, repre-seta denuded bone after an amputation lias bueni done.. 1, on the conitrary, believe thsat it indicates

py the neck of the bottle. as in the rest of the caY fures. Wener: "Peronet Bolivie," Paris,

*oigiheu usuns er k n e er in. Dr. E. Meres et ei cn 3l3 ina 25
Umeros 17, 25, reproduce " Miembros Amuitados" identical with those 0f the museurm of La Plata.

5
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larity of the mutilation of the nose, and also of the upper lip,
shows that it treats of voluntary lesions, probably punislinents,
as has been said by Dr. IEehmanu-NitscIe, who also could not in-
terpret them.

Witli regard to the members which are presented, I believe,
like the Conference, that thcy do not represent cases of leprosy,
because in that disease we should have mutilation of a plialanx-
of a little phalanx-but none of an entire niember, and in a manner
so neat, without showing incqualities.

Turning to the face, it appears to nie impossible to understand
hiow there could be, if it imeant leprosy, disappearance of nose
solely; moreover, that there should not be a single tubercle, when
this is what ýwould first attract the attention. From all of which
I deduce that these Clay figures do not represent cases of leprosy,
nor of lupus. And it appears to me difficult to explain why real
savants like those of the last Congress of Berliin, did not decide in a
categorical inanner, as I do it(Heavens !-Translator), to a definite
and real end. It was due, no doubt, to the high authority of Prof.
Virchow, who thought it was very difficult to decide whether
leprosy -was meant or not, in the cases represented on several clay
figures brouglit to that Congress.

After the Scientifie Latin-Amnerican Congress had closed, I
received the last deliveries of the publication of the Berlin Anthro-
pological Society. It has continued te occupy itself with our
question. A lively discussion is stirred up, which has given origin
to an investigation acute among Americanists. Now, let me give
a resume of the results which are published in the Verhandlungen
of said Society (16, 17, 18).

Mr. W. von den Steinen (16) has consulted the literature of
South America-like, for example, the works of Cieza de Leon,
and of Garcilaso de la Vega, and he has not been able to find indi-
cations that prove that the representations of mutilations on Peru-
vian potteries, had been produced by punishments applied to the
individual. He believes, on the contrary, that they refer to the
representations of a disease.

Mr. Stubel participated in the same belief, while Bastian (16)
and Middendorf (16) thought that they treated simply of punsh-
ments applied to criminals. Probably leprosy existed ah-eady
among pre-Columbian Mexicans, as the deductions of M1r. Seler
would demonstrate' (17), but notwithstanding, lie said that it
might be possible that they had favored the word teococolitzli to
signify primarily some other disease -of the skin, and presently
afterwards leprosy; the custom of speaking erroneously of this
last disease could likewise relate to pre-Columbian times.

Mr. Jimenez de la Espada gave this question a new turn,
but lie did not believe that leprosy, nor elephantiasis, a variety of

10 .
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it, had been of pre-Spanish origin in old Peru; lie did not know
'tocu ncits which supported such opinions, and was not in accord
with the hypothesis of Carrasquilla, of Bastian and of Middendorf,
who are of the opinion that they treated of criminals and beggars.
He clainis that they did not apply mutilations on the body as
punishients, except to produce death.*

Iorcover, beggars lad not existed in old Peru, due to its social
order so perfect. According to the judgnent of Mr. Jinenez de
la Espada, these vessels, or botter said, these votive figures, repre-
sented a disease peculiar to Peru, an endeinie variety of tubercu-
losis: "l1aga" or "hutta." "They suffered inuch from the
scourge of said Ilaga in past times, and they suffer to-day still ii
the hot, damlp and low valleys of Peru, especially in the places
whcre they harvest the coca. The Peruvian Spaniards gave the
il nie ' laga ' to this disease, the Quechuas ' uta' or ' hutta ' (root
formed from the verb huttuni, which signifies the action of gnaw-
ing of the little worm in the corn in the stalk.t In fact the di-
sease corrodes and eats ap the tissues of the upper lip, the nose,
the throat and the palate. By this the hutta is undoubtedly a real
lupus or tuberculosis."

Mr. Jimenez has discovered docunents and data relating to
this llaga in the description of a journey to Andamarca and Pan-
goa made by Mr. Barraillier,‡ and supporting his belief or con-

* Mr. Jinienez de lit Espada knows only one note in the Peruvian literature which reters to the
me idations of the nose and lips, They mnutilate in this way (the little kings or curacas of the Isle of
P'una) thleir eunuchs alter havng castrated then for the purpose of imaterially preventing their going
with the concubines, and to assure at the sanie time that they catnot exert any chari upon them.
It is evidently the sane notice which Zarate relates (Ilistoire de la de Converto et de la Conquete die
Perow, translated fromt the Spanish of Augustin de Zarate, by S. D. C. First volume, Paris, by the
Compagnie des Libraires, MDCOXlff, wvitlh the privilege of the king), page 25: " The lord of this isle
(de 'una) was very miuch feared and very much respected by his subjects, and sa fealous that all
those who were coriînissioned to take care of his wonen, and even the doniesties of his household,
were eunuchs; and they eut off not only the parts which serve for generation, but to disfigure
thtem they cut off also the nose." (Fron the French.) Bastiai says the sanie (Die C'.dturlmitler des
Altn Aimerica, lierlin, 1878, Tomo 1, page 593): " The lPrince of Putia used not only to castrate the
guardians of his womuen, but aiso aiputate the nose and the lips so that they did not present a
seductive aspect(see Oviedo); the eunuchs were kept, by the nionks in the convents of Pert(according
tu ,iege de folin." In regart to the punishients which Bastian mentions according to Ierrara,
an1 notice 0f mutilation is net found <page 548 and what, follows), neither Rivero and Tschudi make
mention (Antiqfledades peruanas, by blariano Eduardo de Rivero and Juan Diego de Tschudi,
Vîeimna, 1851, pages 81, 82). Speaking of the laws and of the puniishments they do not relate that
they had cut off or iutilated the members of the body.

t Sec Mossi: Diccionario Quichua-Castellano, Sacr. April 28th, 1860: littuni :-gnawing of the
worni of the corn in its stalk." Dr. E. W. Middendorf: Worterbuch des Runa Simi oder der Keshu-
spra che, Lcipzig, 1890 : "IHut 'uy, v. intra-picarse, podrirse."-(<L,-N.)

sec E. Barraillier: Viaje d Anftamarca p Panqoa, " Boletin de laSociedad Geografica de Lima,"
tome 11, Nuimeros 4-0,.September, 1892, pp. 121.144. To consult this rare work (sec Bibl. 18, p. 012,the note) with more faciliry I give in continuation the complote descrip'tioii of all the diseases men-
tioned intliat publica).ion (p. 141): "I an obliged now to speak of the great defect of Pangoa. I
desire to speak of its diseases.' The greater part of these are those belonging te ail the miountains.
On accountof. this I shall occupy myself especially with that peculiar to Pangoa, the liaga or uta.

"The causé of this curious .diseaip iiR sonewhat unknown,up te date ; the mîajority of persons who
have seen it agrec that it comes froi contact with a îoisonous fly.

In effect, Pankoa bein- a very we place, it is possible that the mniasams escaping fron the swamps
produce these flies, so terrib1e. My oun opinion is that nuch hîelp is given to the poison of these
ns'cts by the-dirt and intempeance,of, the laboiers of. these places.

"cleainhiess.is the.flrst cpnditioni.otlealth ii the mountauùs, andnetvitstadingjuany persons
appear te foiget it* .eiyertheless the- take examnple fron thë:dreadtul siglit.

"Llgaariounces itselt by.a ronghca t ho pa rt.avtacked,,yhi h.sgenerally the nose. After.
wards tie part swells, becom.colôrgd, 9rstt.yiolet, t'en, blàçk. Itdappears as'If.spiinkledwith ali ash-
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lecture in a note whîich is found in the "Relaciones " of Santillan,*
in which it is called " Mal de los Andes," whichi inakes them think
in the Peruvian regions of the coca, that it is, as is said, a kind of
cancer.t

Later on we shall determine precisely this point. Dr. Pola-
kowsky believes it possible to classify our vessels in two groups,
according to the character of the nose; in the first, he includes the
clay figures, which present mutilations in said organ undoubtedly
of pathologie origin; in the second group there is doubt whether
it mieant a deinonstration of disease or only surgical operation.
His third group, which represents the nose artificially split, of an
Iscaicanga Indian, bas no interest for as. Some of these vessels
represent, without doubt, punished beggars w iho, n the opinion
of Mr. Jimenez, never existed in oll Peru. How get over this
difficulty ? How can we clear up the unknown hore ? Dr. Pola-
kowsky doubts that all these vases proceed from pre-Columrbian
period, which is also believed by Mr. Seler. According to his
opinion, it will be impossible to draw conclusions regarding the
existence of pre-Columbian leprosy, basing them on the quality
of these mutilations.

colored powder; it Is gangrene of the flesh beginning, decaying thus little by little, disaîppears con-
pletely, leaving a horrible hole, which enlarges itself daily.

* 1saw hi Andanarca an Individual who rescmbled a living skuil. The nose had d1ssapeared;
Ilve or six teeth of the upper jaw bone left I. the miiiddle of a nioutîh made by Haga. Fron the nose
this disease passes regularly to the throat, where It ends its w'ork 0f destruction, raking to perisht,little by little, the unhtapy one in the nidjst of awful pains.

" Two other cases of llaga I saw ; one had it on thse hand (p. 142), the bones already appearing;
the other had the calf of the leg eaten away. This disease has the very great advantage thnt It is not
contagious. The best renedies are, in my opinion, caustics.

"1 am oblized to say a-aln that no one basseen a clean person, travellintz or living in Pangoa, Su'
fering of this disease, whsieti proves very clearly thab it ie due in great part ta dirt and intenperanc.

' The second disease peculinr to Pangoa le Miranta. It is a diseasCvery curions and uniquç in lth.
kind. The persons who suffer o-it are surprised on a niorrow by a-very acute pain in a certain part
of the body. It registeri with exactness, and, then comnes a swlling witn colored and violet tints on
the point. Upon opening thsis swelling there e ?apes a large worm, which was located between the
skin and Ilesh, and which had caused the pain.

" According ta observation of a friend oi minle, who. remained saine iionths in Pangoa, thi dis-
Case cones fremn lcaving clothing stretched in suniny places. Tien nany flies fiy aboutwhicli rest
tlenselves on the clothing, depositing their eggs, anid therc coine to be left seed of soie worns,
wîhich aftert'ards fromt the hli t and leat of the body are introduced unrestr.inedly in the pores for
ele purpose of fixing the as es afterwards in the part more coivenient, to their appetite. The only
remedy is operation and extraction.

" The preventives are: recover the elothing before they have deposited their eggs in the sun, and
wash frequentlv. Baths in the lot countries are refreshing, agreeabir-anl hygienic. -.

" In the ranîge o otier known diseases may e cited a third. whose symîptons are not equal ta
those of the coast,, obstruction and swelling of tihe whole bxly, a kind of dropsy, which je due to the
bad alimeitation.

"These diseases are too well known to all, as well as their reinedies, ta make any description."

*Sec Bclacion, del orip. descendencia, politica y goAiein (le los incas, por CI licenecado
Fernanido de Santillan, p. 117, en " Tre, relacioncs <le anti'iledades peruanas publicocles jior e Minis.
terio de Fomento tn motivo del con;,<reso internacional de Ansericanistas quo lia 'qu Celebrarse eir
liruselas el presente ano. Madrid, 18I9, Publicado por Marcos .linenez de la Espada, p. 117: " And as
these provinces of tlie Andes, wls.re the èoca grows ave situated in the territory of the cities of
Cusco and LaPaz and Oh.irchas,,,lîere tIe weathser le very cold, and as the people carry it fron lereto te idies, where they go:for the coca harvest vhere many have diedtof'the'differe"e of teiperà.ture, and uthers troms) a disease which le called ' disease of the Audes,' and which is a kind of cancer,
so that after two days there 1is no more help, and others who hunger a.fd work," etc.

j Mr. Jean B. Ambrosetti has connunicated to me anothser notice of a disease of Peru, cited in
the work of Zaiatel which je only eontained in the Frencli edition (I hav - 'eady mentioned the
title), p. 16 : " This country is verv hot and very iiiealthy, and one is peL..rly subject to certain
wvarts or kind of fu-uncles, very evil- and dangerous,'whichi appear on the faceand on other parts of
the body, and are m-ore to be dreaded than little verole or charbon of pest."
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Polakowsky could not a 'gree with the opinion of Dr. Carras-
quilla, accordiîig to which they treat of punished criminals, be-
cause he has searched for data respecting it in the respective litera-
turc with. completely negative resuilts. We have left yet the hypo-
thesis of the pathological lesion, at least as it relates to the first
group, but these pathological lesions could not be produced by
leprosy,

Mr. von den Steinen (18) described afterwards the Peruvian
figures with mutilations, of the Royal Museum of Berlin.* He
says: " Some represent heads, others the entire body; one of these
last was stretched upon the belly, the others were kneeling, or vith
the legs crossed. Al had mutilated the point of the nose, and the
greater part, also, of the upper lip. Iu four of the pieces, from
the complete body was wanting the feet; in the others, the inferior
part of the body was coveied with a cloth, which enveloped them
from the height of the hips in a way which made one think that they
also had lost the feet."

In the cases in which the upper lip exists, this is found swollen
and prominent. One of the vessels of Berlin is surprising, by
chance swelling and proninence in the inferior part of the face.

In closing the discussion in the Anthropological Society of
Berlin, President Virchow (18) formulated his judgment, saying
that he neither believed that they treated of punished criminals,
as Dr. Carrasquilla had put it, because he had never found what
might prove it in the related literature; besides, we possess a
negati7e argtunent: There exists a wooden statue of a prisonurt
who has the neck wrapped around with a cord, and does not pre-
sent the nose mutilated. In regard to the doubt that these clay

8
Soie of these have already been published by Seler. Work cited.

1 Seo Verhandiunigen ier Berlinier Geselschaft für Anthropol. Ethnolog. und Urgeschichte, 1873,
p. 153, pi. XV., fig. 1. Virchow describes three "idolos de Madera " derived fromt the isle of Guana
(Isla Chmcha); two are yet well preserved, anc great and the othe:-small. The great is on foot; the
small onc represents a trunk. "In both figures the armns hold th& sanie position, arranged behind,
like a pusonî who listens tranquilly." "Tihe greater idol holds-a cord to the neck, which is tied in
front 1v a 'coarse knot; one of the extremiîties of the cod hangs to the iypogastric region." The nose
in the two takes the fornm of an eagie.bcak.

Mr. Virchov says in .a note (op. cit.) that according to the opinion of David Forbes, " these
wooden idols represent prisoners, holding a cord or a serpent to the neck ; the serpent eats the men.
ber (penis) of the prisoners. Forbes and A. B. Franks suppose that li this way they have symbolized
'he transissior. of syphilis, a disease original to the mounitainous regions Mf Peru, as is believed
gztrally in that country, characteristic of the llata, and transmitted to man by unnatural vices."

îtshnead aiso (9, p. 74) mentions this Ilote, adding that for the unnarried mon it was prolibited
to kcep Ilamas Ùccordin- to the ancicttilaws of Pet u.

There is no donbt tla t Forbes had reason, that is to say, that these figures of wood were meant
to represent prisoners. Weiner drew in his wvork aireacdy mentioned, p. 5s0, wooden statues coin-
pletely añialogous to those of Virchow supposing that they represented prisoners. These drawings
of Weiner's present neither nutilated lips nor nose. For greater attirmation the ricls collection of the
Mui«um of .a Plata could serve. Here are the samie types represented in ceramic. Undoubtedly
thc are prisóners. These clay figures are divided into three classes. The firsr is represented by a
sinlie spechiüns; it is a person standing holding the hands behind and- bound by a cord. No other
1nd'ation sisioted which shows that it treats of a prisoner. In the second class the prisoners are on
th knees, resting or sitting, with the feetî cro-qe t ioreover with a cord about the neck. Ini the
thiH-à class the cord represents n tc.ent ebting the penis,;the bands tied at the back - it i4 to it that
Frossks and Forbes refer. -1n a second exam'ple of the samie elasi the person was sitting in a chair.

Scier (op. cite> publish'ed examples of the first and second cla.ss. Rivero ana Tschudi (op. cit.)
also publishd bu exaiple of · the third -class. In none of ail these lay figures, wihich uidoubtedly
rcprc.eedt prisoners, ivas theremutilation of any part. of tie face or of the bdy.
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figures belong to pre-Columbian times, there is found'no cause to
eliminate then from the other pre-Spanish objects so analogotis
The fact thait this disease has .tot mutilated likewise the fingers,
which caused the surprise of Polakowsky,* is probably explainable,
by admitting that lepra ntilans is not a disease directly leprous,
and attacks, according to circumstances, more the upper extremi-
tics than the inferior.

In sumiing up, Virchow said (18): "We have to renounce
preliminarily to nderstand the character of the Peruvian mutila-
tions. To this time we do not cnow which arc of pathological
origin; nevertheless it is possible to admit a leprous affection.
We have to examine later whether any other disease, for instance,
llaga, cited by Mr. Jimenez de la Espada, has not been the cause
of these mutilations. I am sorry not to know more about this
disease of the mountainous regions. It will be of great interest
to study the nature and extension of said llaga."

As will appear from the resume of this discussion, our subject
concretely directs itself to a special point: the "Ilaga." Notwith-
standing the doubts which. were shown before the Scientifie Latin-
American Congress are not- abandoned, and the difficulfties which
obstruct a definite conclusion are accentuated aniew, we observe
here that up to this time Mr. Juan de Dios Carrasquilla has not
proved the affirmations which he propounded to Dr. Polakowsky.
After receiving the summary of Virchow, I wrote to Mr. Carras-
quilla, who answered in a way very exact and distinguished. I
cannot let pass here the opportunity to express to him my very
great gratification for the valuable and -interesting data which he
has had the amiability to place at m'y disposition.

Before reproducing his letter, I shall describe now the material
which the Museum. of La Plata furnishes us; afterwards, judge
respecting the disease, especially ilaga. There are in the Museum
of La Plata ten vessels, which represent miutiIations already de-
scribed. They came, it is said, from " Trujillo." According to
the indications one of these issued from the " Cerca del Temple
del Sol," and two others from " Moche;" they are claszified accord-
ing to their character and the stage of the affection; the plates
represent thein one-third of their natural size.

Nuinber 1 represents a head, and is certainly one of the pret-
tiest, and is characteristic. Suffering has evidently printed its
sign on. the face, so noble. The sunken cheeks, tle physiognomy
weary and dejected, present the true cachectic condition. The
eyeballs are prominent; the nose and upper lip are lost. It is like
the specinen of Mr. W. von den Steinen, but much more beautiful
and distinguishd. Derivation: Trujillo.

The other clay figures represent the entire body.

*Originally pointed out by Ashnicad in the Bérlin Leper Conference.-TRAssTon.
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Number 2: Person kneeling, holding the hands joined and held
upwards in an attitude of prayer. The nose is mutilated, but
not so the upper lip, which is-turgid. It cannot be decided if the
feet also are affected. Derivation: Trujillo.

Number 3 also represents a kneeling person, who pours from
a little pitcher a liquid into a cup. The nose is corroded, and in
part the upper lip, and apparently the lower lip also, making vhat
yet has not been observed in the Peruvian vessels up to date. The
feet are not distinguishable. Derivation: Moche.

Number 4: Another kneeling person; physiognomy extraor-
dinarily heavy and brutal. The eyeballs prominent, cheeks
sunken. fle nose a little depressed in the middle part; the upper
lip having a cut in the centre in the -shape of a half moon, so that
the upper teeth can be seen. No lesions in the feet are perceived.
Derivation: Trujillo.

Numiber 5: A person kuealing; style aud wvork entirely differ-
ent fron the other pieces. The face is carefully -worked, repre-
senting in a manner very characteristie a peculiar style, while the
rest of the body is uniformily marked, delineated in great strokes.
The -wings of the nose are sunken, tie tip corroded, so that the
aspect of the lesions takes the form of a trifoil. The septum of
the nose i§ also profoundly destroyed. The lover lip is somewhat
prominent; the upper one appears to be a little dauaged. The
upper teeth are well separated. The mnouth is distorted to the
left upwards, being very oblique and left-angled. (Paralysis of the
facial nerve ) In. place of eyelids it has rays peculiar in style.
On the chin, lines diverge downwards, as also from the angles of
tihe mouth. On the cheeks there are others, transverse; of these
some appear more vertical. The subject holds in the right hand
a little dish, in the attitude of begging. No lesions of the feet
are observed. Derivation: Cerce del Temple dcel sol.

Number 6: A kneeling personage, very similar to that of Vir-
chow and Mr. W. von den Steinen. Loss of tip of nose. The
middle of the upper lip is mutilated in a triangular form, so that
the guis show of a dark red color, as well as the teeth. The eyes
are closed. (Is lie blind?) The feet are amputated, .and the su-
tures are in transverse direction. .Humbly, and in suppliant
attitude, ie strikes with the right hand the drmn which he holds
with the left. The borders -which mark the nose and the upper
lip are mutilated, to correspond with the character of the work.
As also do, for example, the fissures of the closed eyes; they are
marked in such a way that they appear to be almrost cul off. The
character of the lesions of this piece, simply planned by a stroke
of the graver, do not permit us to suppose that they treat of sur-
gical lesions. Deriyationîr Trujido.

-N.unber 7i: A person on the knees. Thé upper lip destroyed,
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in the form of an arcli; upper teeth visible. The lower lip almost
promiinent. Nose destroyed; feet wanting, and the sutures of the
stumps are in sagittal direction. He holds iii his hand a stiek.
Derivation: Trujillo.

-NMnber 8: Person kneeling, like :Number 7. The lower lip
prominent, whicli is observed better in profile. The upper one
corroded, forning a curve, the gus and the upper teeth showing.
The tip of the nose is also lost. It has the feet amputated, and the
sutures of the stumps are in transverse direction. Holds also a
stick. Derivation: Trujillo.

Number 9: Personage with entire body stretched upon the
belly. A similar one bas been published by Ashmead aud W.von den Steinen. The nose and both lips are wanting. The
upper and lower teeth are visible. Wanting equally are the feet,
the sutures running iii transverse direction. It appears that in
the analogous figure of Mr. von den Steinen, only one of the lips
is lost. Derivation: Trujillo.

Number 10:, A person on the Iees. The body gross and
puffed, is creeping on the knees with a stick in the right hand.
The feet are lacking; the stumps have a sagittal suture. , Only
the nose is mutilated; on the right cheek is a drawing of a right-
angle, and on flic left one two rays; on the chin, that of a bug.
1Does it represent the disease which bas corroded the nose ?) It
may be only an error of the artist to have made six fingers on each
band in his work, represented for technical reasons in the auto-
kypical figure. Derivation: Moche.

Resuming these descriptions generally by the character of the
work, and the -degree of mutilation, we find that N\uber 1 repre-
sents a head, and all the rest entire bodies. Only Nmiiniber 2 bas

hflie nose mutilated simply; Number 10 the nose and feet; the
others, including LNumber 1, present lesions on nose and upper
lip; Numbers 3 aud 9 have also lost the lower lip. In Number 2,
the. upper lip and all the part above the mouth is very nuch
swollen. In Nuiber S, the lower lip is exceedingty- prominent;
in Number 5 not so much so. Although it cannot be aflìrmued,
it may be presumed that the feet are mutilated in N\umbers 2 anu-
5, and this is undoubted in Tunibers 6 and 9. The sutures of
the stumps are shown in transverse direction- in three exaiples
(N'umbers 6, S, and 9), and in two only are they found in sagittal
direction (Nuimbers 7 and 9). In specimens Numbers 5, 6, and S,
the edges of the mutilations appar as if eut vith a knife, yet in
iny opinion they -treat of cases identical with those of the other
vessels. I have already explained that Number 5 is of a different
style, but corresponds in character to the respective clay figures.
This is not the-opinion of Polakowsky already quoted, vhq'treats
of different types of mutilation.
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I believe that the edges of the lesions have not been cut, but

that they represent the saine stage of disease; so in the other ex-

amples I bave already explained that their borders correspond in

make-up to the style of particular artists who have inodelled them.

(To be continued.)

ABDOMINAL PREGNANCY.-REPORT OF A CASE.

3Y If. WREX, Mt.D., LONDON, ONT.

Fellow British Gynecological Society; Gynecologist to London Ceneral Hospital, London, Ont.

THiE case .I shall report was one of considerable interest in its

clinical history, location of tumor and in the difficulties attending

the diagnosis.

On Saturday, January 2lst, 1899, I was called in consultation

by Dr. Wra]ker, of Glencoe, to see with him a patient suffering

with symptoms resembling somewhat hepatic colic complicating

pregnancy. On arrival at patient's home in Glencoe about 8 p.m.

I got the followinghistory: Mrs.Mc., aged 33; married nine years;

one child living, aged eightcen months. Labor and puerperium

normal. Nursed baby tirce months, and then weaned on account

of deficient milk. She had had two miscarriages, one at five

months and one at seven muonths. In botli cases fetus dead at

birth. The last miscarriage occurred four years ago. Menstrual

periods started when aged fourteen years, and iad been regular

every four weeks except during pregnancy and lactation. The

flow usually lasted four or five days, and was rather free but not

painful. Last period occured October 13th, 1898. There was

nothing abnormal about this period. Patient's previous history

had been good. She bad always enjoyed goodl health. With

cessation of inenstrual periods, she supposed herself pregnant,

and with the exception of slight morning sickness she felt per-

iP0tly well till first week in January, 1899, when one norning

about 6 a.m. she awoke with severe pain in epigastrium and

sternal region, accompanied with slight faintness. This attack

lasted about one or two hours, after which she was able to get up

and atteàd to household duties, but she did not feel so well as

before the .attack. Again on Tuesday, January l7th, about two

weeks following previous attack, she awoke about sane hour in

mîorning vith similar epigastrie and sternal pain accompanied by

faintness, resemblinlg in every particular the symptoms of pre-

vious attack; with this difference, however, that they persisted,

and on fôllowing day pain shifte.d and became localized i.n right

iliac region and higher up on riglit side. She had to remain in
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bed and morphia was required to relieve pain. She had voinited
but once--after a dose of morphia given to relieve pain on Tues-
day evening. Her temperature had not exceeded 99 4-5 degrees
F., and lier pulse had not been above 90. There had been almost
complete loss of appetite. Bowels had been moved freely with
purgatives and the stools were dark-colored. There had been no
trouble with urine. She had been sleeping well.

At the time of my visit the symptoms complained of were
pain and tenderness in riglit side of abdomen, in right iliac region
and higher up near under surface of liver. She could not lie on
left side on account of dragging pains in right side. Moving
about in bed increased the pain complained of. Her temperature
at this time was 99 1-2 degrees F., and pulse 90. She was very
stout, weighing about 170 pounds, and did not look ill. She was
not jaundiced and not anemic.

Examination of the abdomen was rendered difficult on account
of the great thickness of fat in the abdominal walls. It was
found to be dull, on percussion in right iliac region and up toward
right lumbar region, but resonant below liver and on left side;
also low down on right ·side. An enlargement and thickening
like inflammatory effusion coula be distinctly felt in right iliae
and right lumbar regions. Another enlargement like enlarged
uterus could be felt extending up from behind pubes in median
line nearly to navel. The mass on riglit side was véry tender on
pressure.

P. V.-The vaginal outlet was open and the mucous membrane
had the bluish, purplish discoloration of pregnancy. On passing
linger into vagina, a mass could be felt filling pelvis, more on
right side and posteriorly than on left side. The os was fouud
open and soft, high up behind symphysis pubis. The impression
one first got from digital exai nation -was that of an enlarged,
retroflexed, pregnant. uterus partially impacted in pelvis. On
more careful examination it was found that the fundus of uterus
was forward, reaching nearly to navel, and the mass posteriorly
was a myoma in posterior and right wall of uterus. The whole
uterine tumor had some mobility and could be pushed up some,
so that cervix could be brouglit down from behind pubes. Al-
though uterine tumor could be moved independently of mass in
riglIt abdominal region, still when pressure was made on this mass
from above it caused uterus to descend some, giving one t} im-
-pression -that there was some connection between the .two. The
possibility of intrauterine pregnancy contraindicated the use of
uterine sound.

Examination ,of patient's urine at this time gave négative.
results, except that it was very acid and loaded witl urâteà.

The breasts had the appear.ance of pregnancy.
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A probable diagnosis was made of intrauterino pregnancy
complicating myoma in uterine wall, and probable inflammatory
effusion in appendix region. The possibility of extrauterine
pregnancy was considered, but the symptoms did not appear to be
sufficiently marked for this-the faintness hac never amounted to
actual syncope, and she had been subject to faiuting spells from
slight causes all her life. It was decided to keep patient quiet
under close observation.

After the examination patient suffered very little pain, and
felt comparatively well except for nausea, particularly after tak-
ing solid food, and occasional slight dizziness and fainting spells.
She kept very quiet and lived mostly on milk diet.

She lost weight very rapidly. The mass in right iliac and
lumbar regions appeared to enlarge some, while the uterine tumor
appeared to remain stationary. Itwas difficult to say how mucli
of the enlargement in riglit side was real or only apparent from
loss of abdominal fat and general lessening in size of abdomen.
About the middle of March there was for a short time some
maladorous, vaginal, watery discharge. This *was the flrst dis-
charge of any kind there had been since cessation of menses in
October.

On April 'ith, 1899, I again examined patient with Dr.
Walker for the second time, and found the abdominal tuinor on
riglit side larger than at previous examination, and the feel some-
thing like an enlarged, pregnant uterus, but the location and shape
was more like a tumor of right kidney. The uterine tumor was
no larger than at first examination. A bruit, like that heard in
normal pregnancy, could be distinctly heard low down in front
above pubes.

P. V.-The signs of pregnancy were the same. Pulsatioi
of uterine arteries \vas very distinct. The os was still high up
behind pubes and open, so that finger could be passed almost
throngl the internil os. On removal of finger from cervical
.anal, some dark-colored blood followed, attended with slight

labor-like pains. The myoma in posterior wall of uterus felt
harder than. at previdus examination. *All tenderness from pres-
sure on abdominal tumor had disappeared. Patient had not feIt
life, and neither fetal movement nor fetal heart could be detected.
on careful examination.

In a letter from Dr. Walker, April 21st, he says patient had
slight labor-like pains for a week after this examination, but since
t.hen she had been fairly comifortable, with the -exception of a-
eontinuous discharge of a pinkish color and rather offensive odor.
She had taken little nourishment except milk. The size of ab-
dominùI and uterine tumors was about the same. Temperature
had ranged from 99 degrees F. to 100 degrees F., and pulse
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about 90. On May 1st she came to St. Joseph's Hospital, Lon-
don, and on 'May 3rd, under ether anesthesia, we examined. The
abdominal tumor 1nder auesthesia had the shape and feel and
other characters of a tumor of right kidney, and a distinct sulcus
could be felt between its lower end and the upper cornu of uterine
tumor kpparently, however, the two tunors vere connected at
this poi-, by what appeared to be inflanmatory adhesion bands.
A sound vas passed into uterus forward to a depth of between
six and seven inches. The cervix was casily dilated -with a
Goodell dilator and the finger introduced into cavity, but no fetal
sac could be felt. With a large curette, I carefully curetted out
a large quantity of thickened cecidua and a myomatous polyp
about the size of a small marble. In the scrapings I could see
no appearance of placenta or fetal coverings. The bleeding dur-
ing curettage w\as profuse and dark in color, but ceased after the
entire lining was scraped away.

The cavity was irrigated and packed with iodoform gauze.
After curettage, the pulse ranged for a day or two between 110
and 120, and patient had a very anemic appearance. The gauze
packing was removed on third day, after which there was no more
bleeding from uterus.

On the fifth day after eurettage the temperature, which had
previously ranged from 99 degrees F. to 100 degrees F. went up
to 102 degrees F., and pulse over 120. Patient suffered from
considerable nausea and vomiting and some bearing down pain
in pelvis with distress in voiding urine. H1er uvmne became some-
what scanty and on analysis showed sone pus but ino casts nor
blood. The myoima in posterior wall of uterus became hot, tender
and swollen. The abdominal tumor was not tender except at one
point high up near under surface of liver. The pelvic and sys-
temic disturbance appeared to be caused by inflamination of uter-
ine myoma. These symptoms lasted nearly two weeks, then grad-
ually subsided, all symptoms beconing normal. Al tenderness
and heat disappeared from myoma and both this'tumor and the
uterus itself quite rapidly reduced in size. The abdominal tumor
remained nearly stationary, or possibly there may have been
slight diminution in its size.

The uterine scrapi: gs were sent to Dr.. Cullen, Johns -Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore, for examination, and the following report
was received from him: " The nodule, as you suggest, isi a myoma.
The scrapings consist .almost entirely of normal decidua, but no
placental villi. are presenLt. It is just such a mucosa as one finds
several weeks after a miscarriage. There is not a trace of o.ny
malignant process."

The diagnosis of the abdominal tumor was.still doubtfùl. We
nwere, however, inclined to look upon it as a tumor qf rightidney.
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On May 31st I have recorded in case book: " Patient's general
condition much improvedl; appetite good anel gaining strength;
abdominal tuior reduced soie; uterine myoma reduced one-half.
Sound in Uterus neasurcs throe and one-half in.ches. Quantity
of urine passed during tventy-four hours, about forty ounces.
Urinary analysis shows pus but no blood or casts."

On June 15h, under ether, I made an exploratory incision
in right sentilmar line of abdomen, extending fromt )wer margin
of ribs above downward about six inches over moszt prominent
part of tumor. On cutting through the abdominal wall I came
in contact w'ith surface of tumor, which at first sight appeared to
be extraperitoneal, but on closer examination, after enucleation
bad been proceeded with for some time, it was found that tuior
surface was elosely blended with parietal peritoneum. Enuclea-
tion was moderately difficult. In order to get sufficient room it
was found necessary to iake another incision backward at right
angles to vertical incision in lumbar region.

In enucleating outer side posteriorly the sac vas broken into.
Some dark clots and then fluid escaped, and through the opening
sack of fetus presented. The fetus occupied a doubled-up posi-

tion in sac, with buttocks down and head flexed on body higher
up. The placenta lay to the inner side and anteriorly to fetus,
and was attached to the peritonemn to the outer side-of ascending
colon. The whole sac lay in a bed directly in front of right kid-
ney, having pushed the colon over near median line of abdomen:
the upper, large end just below the lower margin of liver; the
lower, small end in the- outer part of right iliac fossa. Attached
to this end and to the abdominal peritoneum at this point was the
funbriated end of right Fallopian tube.

After separation and ligature of bleeding points in abdominal
end of tube the whole sac, containing fetus and placenta, was
readily enucleated from its bed and removed. After enucleation
of tumor, the only part of bed that could not be thoroughly
cleansed was a pocket about two inches in dianieter higli up in
right lumbar region, and this was packed with iodoform gauze
brouglit out through abdominal wound.

ExPimination of pelvie organs through the abdominal wound
showed uterus enlargel up to margin of brim of pelvis by a
myoina in posterior wall to right. The nyoma was the size of a
small orange, and lifted the right Fallopian tube somewhat above
the p-1vic brim, the outer end of tube being well up in iliac fossa
ano adherent to parietal peritoneum of abdopinal wall at extreine
ur.per and outer part of fossa. The riglit ovar.y was found flat-
tened out and a.dherent to posterior surface of broad. ligament well
up in iliac fossa. It vas slightly larger than normai and cystie.
After the adhesions were sepa'rated F-nd cysts punctured, the.gland
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had a normal appearance. The tube aLo appeared normal, ex-
cept at the adherent outer end. A probe passed down through
tube showed the canal to be patulous. Al adhesions vere separ-
ated and the abdominal orifice of tube vas closed by s'uture and
both tube and ovary were permitted to drop back toward the
pelvic cavity. The lvft ovary and tube were found normal and
not interfered with.

The abdominal wound was closed by suturing the transvorsely
cut muscles in lumbar region in layers with catgut, and tho ver-
tical incision with silkworm gut, except where gar.ze packing was
brought out near upper end of vound.

Convalescence from operation vas practically uneventful
There was little drainage from the gauze packing, which was re-
moved on the fourth and fifth days after operation. Primary
union took place throughout the whole length of the abdominal
wound, except at a small point where gauze drain had been. Pa-
tient left hospital in good condition July 2Oth.

Remark7s.-1. In this case I think there can be littie doubt
but that the pregnancy started as tubal near the outer end of right
Fallopian tube, and it is probable that a tubai abortion with ex-
pulsion of sac and contents complete into abdominal cavity took
place about first week in Jainuary. The uterus, being lifted up
by the myoma in its wall, and also by the development attending
pregnancy, raised the tube so that its outer end was well up in
right iliac fossa in such a position that ovum sac aborted into the
space outside cecum and ascending colon, forming attachments
there. Development as an abdominal pregnancy continued till
probably about April 1st, when fetus died, after which patient
had false labor pains, with discharge of some blood from uterus,
and later on some diminution in size of abdominal tumor.

2. Internal hemorrhage had never been very great. Some
hemorrhage had evidently occurred into sac, as at operation sac
contained considerable old blood-clot. A few o-ganized blood-
clots were also found in.peritoneal cavity at lower end of sac in
right iliac and inguinai region.

3. It is probable the anemia and rapid pulse following curet-
tage on M ay 3rd were painially due to loss of blood- from uterus
and partly to some internal hemorrhage into sac and into perito-
neal cavity- at lower end of sac, as the anemia, etc., following this
procedure seemed out of proportion to the quantity of blood lost
from uterus.

4. The location of abdominal prognancy tumor and its marked
resemblance in nearly all of its cha -acteristics to a kidney tumor
were peculiar.

5. Besides the location of tumor, other difficulties in" the way
of -making a correct diagnosis before operationi were the absence



of marked symptoms of internal hemorrhage at any time, the fat
abdominal wall, the inability to detect either fetal movement or
fetal heart, and the enlarged;, myomatous uterua, having about
it all the early signs of intrauterine pregnancy complicated by
nyoma.

6. That fetal movements were not felt by patient, and neither
ûtal movements nor fetal heart detected by attendant may be

«tcounted for by the ery thick abdominal wall and thick sac wall
which covered the fetus anteriorly.

331 Queen's Avenue.

RECENT NEUROLOGICAL RESEARCH.

nY EZnA HIURLnURT STArFOID, 2M.B.

Tnw development of -the department of Neurology and Mental
Diseases is at the present time exceedingly rapid, and cach 3uc-
ceeding publication is awaited by students of the subject Vitli
an iterest almost as keen as that contemporaneously exhibited
by the blood-thirsty laity in the matter of war news.

Possibly this attitude of expectancy in the scientific world is
not altogether salutary. The writer boarded twenty years -ago,
when still a student, with a most deserving and exemplary widow.
She was, however, exceedingly nèrvous. Thaugh, like the scrip-
tural widow, she had but ber mite, she still could not diyest her-
self of the notion that she was in imminent peril of losing it by
burglary. In the same plight as Troas, and other celebrated
fortifications, lier house had one weak point, by which she con-
stantly dreaded the strategic and violent entrance of some masked
Inan, bearing a dark lantern, a few daggers and a gun. This
weak point '*.as tho pantry; and when the writer's acquaintance
'with her began, the obsession had become so strong that the worthy
(but tinid) woman would interrupt him very frequently, at
nearly every hour of the day or night, and, arming him with a
candle and the furnace poker, which was ten feet long, insist that
he should stealthily go there when lie didn't want to go there, and
when it did not seem to him that there was any reason why he
should go to the pantry. This practice interfered so much with
the writer's studies in trigonometry that lie eventually found a
pension elsewhere, in a bouse not far distant, which was consid-
ered impregnable to the burglarizing class. But the moral,
nevertheless, has. ever remained with the writer, as lie thinks.
Morals ah'ays should.

When Sir Charles Bell made his most important discoveries
6
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in the nervous system, there was no one who expected sucli a
discovery to be made just then. At that time the scientific -world
vas not habitiiated to discoveries, and was rather averse to the

idea. Matters were imucl the saine, also, vhen Marsliall Hall,
explained the principle of reflex action. In those days a gram-
matical dissertation upon the texù of Aristotle, or a sprightly
exercitation upon the tenses of the irregular verbs of Iippocrates
raised the scientist to respectability, and even fame, in the world
of learning; but a disgusting addiction to the handling of dirty,
raw, dead things (and poking them) was considered nasty. They
therefore thought, and were not at all slow in frequently saying
so, that Bell was a simpleton, and that Marshall Hall was a knave.

Now it is all different. The scientific world is intoxicated
with new discoveries, which, like new *wine, have their serious
side also. With his wits whetted by miraculous feat after'miirac-
ulous feat, the student of the present day is like the bewildered
husbandnan at the circus, reeling. pleasantly in a tinselled realm
of dazzling uncertainties, and too excited to be surprised by any-
thing. Paracelsus is said to have produced in himself a similar
emotional condition, but hig life may be said to have at least ended
in something of a surprise, especially for Paracelsus.

To sum. up, therefore: while the churlish and absurd opposi-
tion met by Bell and Hall did not dim in the least. the ultimate
importance of their discoveries, the smiling and eager expectancy
of the world to-day, -which at the faintest aura of promise is
plunged into a delicious paroxysm of anticipation, assists in float-
ing into notice many grotesque and ridiculous theories, which,
thougli of course discarded very suddely by everyone after a
little while, still somewhat impede the progress of serious scien-
tific investigation. And this applauding gallery is no more dis-
concerted when it lias created a panic by a false alarim than was
my widow. It appears.to me that the members of this irrespon-
sible class are somewhat dulled in situations of the sort. They
cannot be easily mortified. They are like Paracelsus.

Guarding one's self circumspectiy against any tendency to
weakness in the saine d'rection, the fact nevertheless remains
that there is nach cause for felicitation in the admirable dri. 3ý
ery which is at present being quietly and patiently dot.:. un the
laboratories by men of exceptional abilitýy, who know that the
drudgery has to be done: that the knowledge of thç subject can
make no advance until the drudgery is done, and that no one else
will or can do it; who kmow that it is not a very brilliant form of
employment, and beyond the commendation of a few specialists,
will go unnoticed by the world at large, ensuring to their names
no immortality but that of a mention in the footnotes of subse-
quent works; who know that sonie dashing, "synthetie philoso-
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pher," of racy stylo and popular theories, whose every action is
followed by the iob of sober smatterers, will some day gracefully
gather up the laborious results of this saine drudgery, along with
that of many other similar workers, and forn the whole into a
splendid entirety, which the vociferating mob referred to will
regard as the work of his own gonius; who, knowing all this, and
in spite of all th>s, still labor cheerfully at a task which is almost
thankless. A cause for folicitation, I repeat, for this is the truo
scientific spirit-the spirit which is seen in the work of a Ramon
y Cajal no less than in a Bichat or a Iceurwenhoelc.

Apropos of the same there is in the last number of the Ai
chives of Neurology and Psychopathology a monograph of two
hundred pages entitled " The Cranial and First Spinal Nerves
of Menidia. A contribution upon the :Nerve Components of the
Bony Fishes.." By C. Judson Herrick, of the Pathological In-
stitute of the New York State's 'Hospitals.

Comparative Neurology is not a new departure; indeed,
Edinger's volume, published some time since, has proved a nost
valuable contribution to the subject; but the systematie mono-
graph of Herrick, while space will not admit of an exhaustive
analysis of it here, is deserving of an external perusal, exempli-
fying, as it does, what recent methods of research patiently pushed
to the utmost limit, may accomplish. Starting out with a refer-
ence to the striking neurological findings in the recent discoveries
of the history of the cerebral cortex, the writer remarks, however,
that " in the domain of the peripheral nerves we have as yet
developed but few such illuminating generalizations, and our
students still memorize the twelve pairs of cranial nerves, their
trunks, rami and ramuli, with the distribution of each, much as
one would learn a Greek paradigm. If there is any morpho-
logical nexus between the varions nerves, or any basis for a
rational classification, the average text-book gives no hint of it.
In view of the present inchoate condition of the morphology of
the cranial nerves and of the fimdamental relation of this problem
to the proper understanding of tho great afferent and efferent
systems of the neuraxis itself, it is most fitting that within very
recent years there has been a notable increase in the number· of
researches centring about these questions. The literature of the
cranial nerves is remarkably voluminous, but by fiar the larger
part of it is either purely descriptive or dominated by crude and
false morphological theories."

The present monograph is, therefore, a contribution to the
literature of the cranial nerves, and, we think, a very valuable
one. The methods of investigation are enlightened, most exhaust-
ive, and have been attended with the most gratifying results.

Treating, also of the nervous system, but embracing the whole
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field, is the remarkable work of Lewellys F. Barker on the Ner-
vous System and its Constituent Neurones just published. This
extensive volume is practically a review of recent developments
in the department of neurology; and formally presents the pro-
gress made in the subject up to the present day. " In the first
part of the volume," the author remarks prefatorily, " the newer
conceptions of the histology of the central and peripheral nervous
organs are reviewed. In the succeeding chapters the attempt
bas been made to apply the neurone conception-that is, the cell
doctrine-as consistently as possible, in the explanation and de-
scription of the complex architectonics of the nervous system. The
term neurone is used througiout in the widest sense to mean a cell
belonging to the nervous system with all its par-s.

In the history of the development of the neurone concept, the
writer describes with much spirit the studies of His, Golgi, Forel
and Ramon y Cajal. Proceeding, then, to a consideration of the
external and of the internal morphology of neurones, the histo-
genetic relations of the neurones are entered into, and the posi-
tions of the neurone as a unit in physiological and pathological
processes is set forth. These sections occupy about tbree hundred
pages of the book. The remaining eight hundred pages are de
voted by the author to the grouping and chaining together of
-neurones in a complex nervous system. like that of man and
higher animals.

In the closing section especially has the writer shown his
powerful grasp of physiological phenonena; and in his classifi-
cation of detached and isolated details, themselves most conducing,
lie claims not only the admiration but the gratitude of students
of neurological doctrine. Great skill, which is genius, added to
untiring patience and infinite labor, have produced this work,
'which, while modestly purporting to be simply a resume of the
present state of scientific knowledge upon a given subject, bears
still the touch and the personality of the author throughout.

In undertaking to bring together the immense recent litera-
ture on neurology, there necessarily is, as a writer in the American
Journal of Insanity indulgently points out, an apparent lack of
balance, perhaps, and an inco-ordination of parts in the wrork;
but when one considers the bewildering state of transition in
which neurology is at present, it is hardly too much to say that
these defects were quite unavoidable; and, if defects, are raUier
due, "Lector Benevole," to the state of the subject, than to any
clumsiness or lack of skill on the part of this " Medici doctissimi
atque expertissimi."
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T-E ONTARIO tIEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Tri Ontario Medical Association opened their twentieth annual
meeting on June 6thi, in the Normal School, with a very fair at-
tendance of members for, a first session.

Owing to the demise of the late President, Dr. J. E. Graham,
the First Vice-President, Dr. Adam H. Wright, was unanimously
elected to the chair.

Dr. Roddick, M.P.,of Montreal, and Dr. Powell, Ottawa, Presi-
dent of the Dominion Association, were invited to seats on the plat-
form.

Dr. David Hoig, Oshaw'a, read a paper on " The Use of Mor-
phia in Puerperal Convulsions." He stated that lie had origin-
nlly entertained a prejudice against opium in sucli cases, but lie
iad been finally led to employ morphia, and, except in a few cases,
with happy results. Hfe concluded that it was a Most valuable
arug in controlling puerperal convulsions, especially in non-albu-
minous cases. He advocated purgation and diaphoresis as ad-
junets 0 eliminate the toxin.

Dr. Luke Teskey opened a discussion on appendicitis, its recog-
nition and operative interference. There were many degrees of
inflannation in this disease, lie said. He instanced (1) the
catarrhal chronic form; (2) acute circuiscribed appendicitis;. (3)
acute fulminating or gangrenous appendicitis. He favored
operation, even in the first class of cases, and thought tiere should
be a low, if any, deatl rate, from it. If uncliecked, this simple
formn would lead to the developmnent of the graver form of the dis-
ease. He also advocated operation in tlie second form of the dis-
case, while in the third formn it afforded the only chance of saving
life.

Dr. G. A. Binghai agreed w'itli Dr. Teskey as to the advis-
ability of operations in the early stages of the disease.

Dr. H. A. Bruce and Dr. Peters took part in the discussion,
whicli continued till adjournmnent for lunch.

TnrE PRESIDNT'S AÅDDRESS.

On the opening of the afternoon session the President delivered
an address on " The General Public and the Medical Profession."
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After expressing his satisfaction at the pleasant relations which
existed between the profession and the public of Ontario, le went
on to say that the members of the profession were frequently not
so kind to one another. In this connection lie reviewed some of the
triumnphs of inedicine during the century, and showed that their
medical heroes got little or no support from their professioiial
brethren. It was difficult for the students of to-day to realize
the truth of the statenents made as - to the greatly improved
status of the profession in recent years. The following adver-
tisement taken from a newspaper of Shakespeare's tiie, would
give an idea of the position, social and otherwise, of a physician
of that era: " Wanted, in a fSamily who have had bad health,
a sober, steady person, in the capacity of doctor, surgeon, and man
midwife. He nust occasionally act as butler, and dress hair and
w'igs. He will be required sometimes to read prayers and to
preacli a sernon every Sunday. A good salary will be given."
(Lau ghter.) In those days the physician was generally depicted
by writers, dramatists and others as a cunning knave or an ignor-
ant charlatan.

What a contrast to-day! The painter makes the physician a
hero, and as an instance he cited Mr. Luke Fildes' picture, " The
Doctor." The President pointed out how finely Ian Maclaren in
Dr. MacLure, and Ohnet in Dr. R1ameau, had drawn the physician's
character. He eulogized' the services of Dr. J. E. Graham, the
late President, to Canada, and in closing said that they all appre-
ciated now better than before that while physicians of Ontario they
were citizens of Greater Britain, and would like to have their pro-
fessional status as broad as their citizenship. The little Englauder
of Canada was dead. They lad buried him, and were glad to have
been at his funeral. Somethiiig--caill it Imperialism if they liked
- lad ieated their blood. They felt biggar than they did a few
months ago. The profession felt that they were getting too large
to be bounded by the Ottawa River to the east, and the Lake of the
Woods on the west. "We want," said the President in conclusion,
" our medical parlianent to do all in its power o set in motion the
machinery to give our graduates a Doma iion de.grec, -which will
carry with it a license to practise in any part of the great empire
of Great Britain." (Appla-se.)

On the motion of Dr. Temple, seconded by Dr. Bray, a vêote of
thanks was returned to the P.esident for his address.

Dr. Lewellys F. Barkr, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore,
read a very exhaustive paper on the "Present, Past and Future
of Therapy," and 'eceived a vote of thanks.

A discussion on " Inter-Provincial Medical Registration " was
introduced by Dr. y. Arthur Williams, Ingersoll. He alluded to
the different standards of qualification for a certificate in the dif-
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ferent Provinces, and the anonal- and injustice of a medical man
w'ith an Ontario certificate being prevented from attending a
patient across the border of, say, Quebec. He gave a retrospective
bistory of the various steps in the movement for a reforn, and
explained the provisions of Dr. Roddick's bill. In order to have
reciprocal relations with the other Provinces and withi the Dritish
Emnpire, they must of course have one common standard of qualifi-
cation. Iiperial registration would confer valuable advantages
iupon our young men, particularly in regard to the arny and navy
services. The bill simply proposed that a student could be exan-
ined by a Dominion Medical Board. who would grant certificates,
and it was thon taken for granted that this standipg in medicine
would be accepted by every Province and registration granted with-
out further exainination.

Dr. Thorburn said that as Imperial Federalists they should
enjoy all the privileges of the empire. He therefore favored the
reform.

Dr. Britton expressed himself in favor of the project. He
objected, however, to the power being given'to the Governor-Gen-
eral in Council to appoint one-third of the representatives in the
Dominion Council. It might bo used politically.

Dr. Herald, Kingston, said it was an injustice and an anomaly
that under present conditions a ian like Dr. Roddick couldi not
come to Ontario and treat a patient. He thouglit that representa-
tion mighit be based upon the dividing of the Dominion into units,
and giving each unii so many representatives.

Dr. Roddick, M.P., said that lie had intended to bring up the
ieasure mentioned at this session of Parliament, but withdrew the
bill in order to get the approval of the Ontario medical bodies first,
because it w'ould have a great influence on the other Provinces.
TJhe neasure was one wvhi ch would bear waiting, being far too
important to receive a check in the House of Conunons. 11e
wanted them to understand the difference between inter-Provincial
registration and the Dominion scheme. The first neant an under-
standing between the Provinces which would lead to an interchange
of licenses. But there would be no responsibility, no central body,
and should a Province take offence at any time it could defy the
others. It would be impossible for an inter-Provincial scheme to
bring about reciprocity with Britain, because the British Medical
Act says that the Council will have nothing to do with portions of
a confederation, but will deal only with the central Government.
Witb rcgard to the composition of the Dominion Council, a coit-
ference of the profession fron all parts of Canada bad agreed that
they would be satisfied if eaci Province had three representatives.
It was thiought ihat, to a great extent, this Council would becom,e
an advisory board of the Dominion Government upon matters
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affecting the public iealth, and that the appointments by the Gov-
ernor-General would strengthen that function, besides giving a
status to the Council.

After some further remrks by Dr. Williams, the meeting ad-
journed till the following day.

The second day's session of the Association was iainly devoted
to the reading of papers, and discussions thereon. Among those
who contributed were: Drs. P. G. Goldsmith, Belleville; L. W.
Cockburn, Hamilton; J. C. Tfutchiison, Montreal; G. A. Peters
and J. T. Fotheringliain, Toronto.

Dr. Fotheringhain's paper explained the arny medical arrange-
ments for the war in South Africa, and traced the course of a
patient from the time lie is reinoved by the bearer company succes-
sively to the field, stationary and base hospitals, and finally to the
hospital train for transport to the hospital ship.

At the opening of the afternoon session, Dr. R. D. Rudolf read
a very interesting paper, entitled " Observations upon Blood Pres-
sure," illustrated by launtern slides. Dr. Rudolf showed by
n±eans of instrumental tracings, pliotog'raphed and projected by
the lantern on the screen, the variations not only in respiration,
but of the pulse and blood pressure by the action of chloroform and
other anestlieties, and also of certain stimulants, such as hydro-
cyanic acid, which, while a poison in certain quantities, is a power-
ful stimulant in minute doses.

Dr. N. A. Powell read a paper on " The Adaptation of Patients
to Clinate in cases of Phthisis.' He pointed out that constant
mistakcs had been made in connection with this matter. Doctors
lad been too ready in the past to send consumptive patients to
Florida and other warm and relaxing climates, and while they
thought they were benefited at the beginning, symptoins of rapid
progress of the disease soon set in, and the patients returned only
to die. Hie insisted upon the necessity of taking the disease in the
earliest stages. The best time to try the effect of a foreign climate
was when a patient showed a predisposition to any form of phthisis,
without weiting till the lung was actually attacked. In the case
of early hemorrhages a resort to moderate elevations generally gave
satisfactory results. Colorado, with an elevation of from five to
six thousand feet, did not have so satisfactory an effect upon con-
sumptives as a more moderate elevation, say, about 1,O0.0 feet.
Prompt action should be taken in the uase of morbid processes in
the pleura, and as to patients with laryngeal phthisis, it was inad-
visable to send them to places where they could not obtain the
supervision of trustworthy medical men. Cases of fibroid phthisis,
le found, were benefited by sending the patients to Muskoka, tie
North-west or the Rocky Mountains. There were really only four
classes of climate available for consumptive patients, viz., the w'arm

------------
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nUISt, warn dry, cool moist, and cool dry. The warim moist and
the cool moist were found to be exceedingly prejudicial to phthi-

ieal patients. The warin moist was in fact iost deadly, and
patients sent to Florida died very speedily.

In Canada, the further patients were reioved fromn the shores
of our lakes and riers, the botter their chance of recovery. A
purous, dry and sandy soil wi s essential. Localities with a moder-
ate elevation, a freedoim cf extrenes of temperature or violent
variations and a dry atmosphere, exerted a marked beneficial effeet
in winteÈ. The Rie Grande Valley and some parts of South Africa
could be recoinmended to ricli patients. For those with limited
means, probably as good results could be obtained froin certain
parts of Canacia, selected with regard to the peculiarities of the
patient and the state or forin of his discase.

Dr. Peter H. Bryce read a paper on the relation of the profes-
Fion to sanitaria for onsumptives. He gave a sketch of tie steps
which had been taken by legislation to establish sanitaria and to
provide for their financial assistance from nunicipalities and the
Province, and also referred to the local efforts put forth in Toronto.
He thouglit that it vas the dity of the profession to take an attitude
of supervision in regard to these sanitaria, and to be specially
watchful as to the sites selected at which to establish them. Seeing
tie eriormous mortality caused by consumption, the profession
must become leaders in the work of providing these curative
agencies.

Dr. Ferguson, whiie agreeing on the importance of providing
sanita-ria, though that too little attention was paid to the preven-
tion of the disease. Consnption had now been authoritatively
declared to be contagious, and tie public should be educated as to
its dangers. He would even advocate that some attention b given
to the subject in the public schools, seeing that so much time -was
given to the far less important topie of temperance.

Dr. Oldright agreed as to the necessity of paying more atten-
tion to prevention, and suggested that a beginning might be made
by providing more air-space in the public school roems.

Dr. Playter advocated a resort to more fresh air in winter as a
preventive of consumption, especially in the sleep'ng apartment.

After some further remarks the meeting divided into sections,
and passed the remainder of the afternoon in hearing the reading
of papers on different subjects.

ELECTIoN oF OFFIoERs.
At the evening session, Dr. A. A. Macdonald presented the

report of the Nominating Committee, recommending the following
elections and appointments: President, Dr. A. :MclKinnon, Guelph;
1st Vice-President, Dr. A. R. Pyne, Toronto; 2nd Vice-President,
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W. Il. Jeffs, lavelock; 3rd Vice-President, A. S. Fraser, Sarnia;
4th Vice-President, Hl. 11. Sinclair, Walkerton; General Secretary,
Harold O. Parsons, Toronto; Assistant Secretary, George Elliott,
Toronto; Treasurer, George 11. Carveth, Toronto. Place of next
meeting, Toronto. The report vas adopted -without opposition.

The C ommittee on Legislation presented a report, vhicl was
adopted, recounting the steps they had taken in conjunction with
other bodies in asking the Government to introduce legislation for
the reformation of inebriates on the plan suggested by Dr. Rose-
brugh. The Govermnent wcre considering the inatter, but no defi-
iite action had yet been taken by then. It was recoinmended that
this year's comniittee fornIulate a schome to organize a defence
association to protect members in suits of malpractice.

On the motion of Drs. Ross and Fergusdn, the President vas
authorized to appoint a special committee to pronote the interests
of the proposed scheme of Dominion registration.

The committec on hospital abuse reported that while the hos-
pitals were intended for the relief of poor people, nany persons
wh1îo were able to pay for their medical treatmnt and attendance
simply paid $.80 a w'eek for board, and got their imedical treat-
ment 'ree. This was an abuse which should be remedied in the
interests of the poor and of the profession. The coimittee thouglit
that emergency hospitals should only give first aid in cases of acci-
dent, etc., and that. for subsequent treatment the regular prac-
titioner should be allowed to look after the patient. It was de-
cided to send a circular to the hospitals, asking what position they
intended to take in reference to these matters.

The Treasurer's statement showed that the receipts for the year
amnounted to $333.So, and that after meeting all expenses the
balance on hand was $48.30.

A grant of $75 was voted to the Ontario fedical Library Asso-
ciation, and a resolution approving of the association's application
for aid to the Governnent passed.

Dr. Bryce submitted the following motion: That the association
re-afflrm its views, as set forth in the report re consumptive poor,
adopted at the annual meeting of 1899, .and which contained the
following points: (1) That the treatment of tuberculosis in rural
sanatoria lias been proved to be incalculably superior to anything
that colId be donc in hospitals, and that municipalities are urged
to mak- nrovision accordingly. (2) That cases unslitable for
sanatoria should be rigorously separated froi other patients, and
treated in proper isolation. (3) We are strongly of opinion that
both tlie Dominion and Provincial Legislatures, as well as the
imunicipalities and philanthropic and charitable organizations and
indi7iduals, should contribute towards the maintenance of the
tubercular poor. (4) We think the present an opportune- time
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for the Dominion and Provincial Legislatures, and Provincial and
Local Boards of Health, coibining vith medical men and others,
to deternine wvhat arc the best situations, methods and conditions
for carrying out the idea of the separate housing, care and treat-
ment of the tuberculous, especially of the poor. In doing so we
desire to express our appreciation of the action of the Oitario
Legislature in unanimously passing the "Act respecting municipal
sanatoria for consumnptives," thereby supplying practical ineans
for furthering the views of the association regarding thei methods
of preventing the spread of tuberculosis, and for aiding cases of
the disease towards recovery. And further, this association ap-
proves of the iminediate formation of an Ontario association on
the lines of the National Association for Prevention of Consxump-
tion and other forins of Tuberculosis in England. And to this end
tlat the President appoint a Committee to meet with representa-
tives of any local associations and other persons -who niay be inter-
ested in the formation of such association, in order that steps may
be taken to formally organize at such time and place as may be
deemed proper. The resolution was passed unanimously.

Before adjourning the President-elect was installed, and re-
turned thanks for the honor conferred upon him.

[We regret that, owing to lack of space, we had to cut our
report ahnost in hDlf.-En.]

Is Female Inebriety Increasing in England ?-A metropolitan
inagistrate, MIr. Curtis Bennett, recently stated that when i.e be-
came a London stipendiary-fourteen years ago-half the charges
in which drunkenness was involved were against men. Now, in
Marylebone, and lie believed at the other metropolitan police
courts, three-fourths of the charges of drunkenness were against
women.

What is " Osteopathy " ?-The first step in a recent attempt
to quash the conviction, at Ottawa, of F. G. Clewett, a doctor of
"osteopathy," under the Medical Act, led to a discussion of that
branch of the healincg art. The court-What is the meaning of the
word ? Counsel-Something to do with bones, my lord-a Greek
derivation. I must confess my recollection of Aassics is so vague
that I cannot give the exact word. It was then remarked that
osteopathy was "healing by manipulation," and without the use of
medicine or surgery by working up nerves that are out of condlition.
It is practised largely in the United States. In this case the de-
fendant was charged with (1) attempting registration; (2) prac-
tising medicine and surgery; (3) using the title of doctor. On the
last charge he was convicted and fined, the magistrate holding that
the sign "F. G. Clewett, D.O." was a violation of the Act. The
Divisional Court granted an order calling on the informant to
support the decision of the magistrate at the trial.
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TEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE TREATMENT OF
ENTERIC FEVER BY SYSTEMATIC COLD BATHING,
BASED ON 1,904 CASES.-THE 11ETHOD OF BRAND.*

BY .. o. WILSON, M.D.,
Attending Physicin tu the Jefferson College Hospital, and te e HnnsyIvana ospital, and

Physician.inî.Chief to the Gennan H ospital, Philadelphia

J. L. SALINGER, M.D.,
Attending Physicinnl to tie Philatdelphila lospilal, and Assistant Physician te the Jefferson College

Hospital, Philadelphia.

THE following paper represents the results of the labor of a
number of persons interested in the subject. The greater part of
the work has been carried on uncler the direction and supervision
of one of us (J. C. W.), some of it with the assistance and col-
laboration of the other (J. L. S.), sone portion of it by the latter
alone. It has seemed proper, therefore, to present the facts in a
conjoint paper, especially as the method has been the saine
throughout and is in all essential particulars that laid down by
the late Ernest Brand, of Stettin. Certain modifications adopted
in the later portion of the period as the resulit of experience, by
one of us (J. C. W.), will be described presently.

The following table represents the total number of cases and
the mortality arranged with refercnce to the various institutions
in which the patients were treated:

GERMAN IJOSPITAL :
Previously reported' .......
1898, soldiers. ......... ..
1898, civilians3  . . . . . . . . . . ..
1899f......................

Cases.

741
147
209
267

J1,364
PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL:

1896-18995 ............... 185
Soldiers treated, 18980 ...... 172

JEFFERSON HOSPITAL :
1894-1896 .................. 54
1899, soldiers ............... 76

PHILADELPHIA HOSPITAL :"

1893-1899 .................. 53

1,904

Deaths.

55
5

20
26

106

3Mortality.

7.42 per cent.
3.4 "c

9.57 t
9.73

7.77 "

15 8.01

4 7.4
4 5.26

3 5.66

143 7.5

*Read before the Caiden County District Medical Society, February 13th, 1900.
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Tiiese figures aro sufliciently large for generalization, and as
tley are in close accord with the results obtained froin large series
of statistics published by other observers, they may be accepted as
indicating the death-rate under the bath treatment originally
carried out. The mortality of enteric fever treated by systematie
cold bathing in accordance with the method of Brand, is between
7 and 8 per cent. The correspondence between our statisties and
those of i. E. Hare, of the Brisbane Hospital, Australia, pub-
lised in 1898,8 is curious and instructive. During ton years
tlere were treated in the various institutions naned above, by this
methed, 1,904 cases with 143 deaths-a mortality of 7.5 per cent.
During ten years, from 1 887 to 1896 inclusive, thoro were treated
by this method in the Brisbane Hospital a conaecutivo scries of
1,902 cases with 143 deaths-a mortality of 7.5 per cent.

The importance of large series of cases for statistical purposes
mnust be emphasized. The following table, compiled froin the
records of the registry oflice of the Bureau of Health in the city
of Philadelphia is of value as showing the incidence of enteric
fever and its death-rate:

Cases. Deaths. Mortality.
1891.......................... 3,591 683 13.2 per cent.
1892.... ................. 2,304 440 19.0 "
1893.......................... 2,519 450 Ib.1 "
1894.......... ............... 2,357 370 15.6 "
1895.......................... 2,748 469 17.0 "
1896......................... 2,490 402 16.1 "
1897 .......................... 2,994 401 13.3
1898.......................... 6,097 0? 10.4 "
1899.......................... 7,,j85 948 11.8 "

33,085 4,808 14.5

It is thus seen that during ten years there were reported 38,-
085 cases of enterie fever with 4,808 deaths, a mortality of 14.5
per cent. These figures are of peculiar interest when we compare
them with the statisties of the Brisbane Hospital for a period of
somewhat less than five years inmediately preceding 1887. Dur-
ing this tine there were treated in that institution, according to
various methods, including cold sponging, comprehensively de-
scribed under the term expectant, 1,828 cases with 271 deaths, a
mortality of 14.8 per cent.

In Philadelphia the maximum mortality in the decade oc-
curred in 1892, according to the above table, and was 19 per cent.
The minimum mortality occurred in 1898, antl was 10.4 per cent.
The table shows also an irregular decrease in the average mor-
tality, which is more marked in the last three years of the period.

The reports to the registry office embrace all cases, including
those treated by systematic cold bathing, and as this method has
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attracted more attention and been more generally emnployed toward
the end of the decace than at its beginning, when it was regularly
carried out only in th'e German .uospital, the conclusion that the
diminished mortality is due to the more general practice of the
Brand method is, in view of the unifori reduetion in the mor-
tality under that plan, logical. There is nothing in the varying
and irregular death-rate of the preceding ycars of the decade to
justify the assertion so often made that the death-rate of enteric
lever has, irrepective of treatment, progressively dininislied iii
recent years.

Our statistics are of peculiar value as compared with those of
the registry oflice, since they are based upon the occurrence of the
disease among the inhabitants of the saine locality, subjected in
gencral terms to the aiamo hygienic conditions and receiving the
infection practicall from tho saine polluted water. The differ-
once in he nmortality between the collection of cases treated by
systematic cold bathimg and thoso treated by all nethods, including
systemnatie cold bathing, is .about 50 per cent.

The importance of large collections of cases cannot be too cm-
phatically insisted upon. The following tab'e, made up of several
consecutive series of cases treated by systematie cold bathing from
the tine that the method was instituted at the German Hospital,
February 1st, 1890, tuitil January 1st, 1897, is of importance in
this connection:

1. 40 cases, no deaths.
2. 54 " 1 death ; mortality 1.8 per cent.
3. 6C " 7 " " 10.6 "

4. 6 " 4 " " 6.0
5. 74 " 8 " " 10.8 "
6. 108 " 12 " " 11.1 "

7. 27 " 5 " " 18.4 "
8. 89 " " " 1.1
9. 64 " 7 ' " 109

1). 153 " 10 " " 6.5

To.al 741 " 55 " " 7.42

The above table shows under precisely the same conditions of
general management and treatment a maximum inortality in series
7 of 1S.4 per cent., and in series 1 the recovery of forty consecu-
tive cases; whereas, in the total collection of 741 cases the mor-
tality very closely corresponds to the general mortalty as shown
in our collected statisties and in those of F. E. Hare, Osler, and
others, namely, between 7 and 8 per cent.

It is evident that in a disease like enteric fever, conclusions as
to the efficacy of any mnethod of treatment based upon short series
of cases must, in the nature of things, be misleading.

The statisties of the Bureau of Hcalth are sometimes criticised
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by those to whose precoiceived iotions the high death-rate indi-
cated does violence. It is assumed, and without doubt correetly,
that deaths arc reported as due to enterie fever which in point of
fact are caused by other discases. It may, however, be. assumed
with equal probability that deaths are sometimes reported as
caused by other diseases, sucli as appendicitis, peritonitis, broncho-
pieumonia, etc., which in reality are the result of enterie fever.
Such errors are uiavoidable, but they do not constitute any note-
worthy proportion of the caser, and must be regarded as offsetting
eaci other.

The statisties in our own cases have been compiled with great
care, and every effort to eliminate error, from the official records
of the respective hospitals.

Ainalytic studies of the series comprising the 741 consecutivp
cases treated in the German Hospital to Jauary 1st, 1898, and
of the soldier cases teated in the German Hfospitail during the
year 1898, have from time to time been published. The following
data. have not previously appcared in prist-

SMMARY OF THE CIv'I.îIN CASES IN THE GE0N oSPITAL, TREATED.

DLRING THE YEAR 1898.

Total inimber of cases 209, deaths 20 ; mortality 9.57 per cent.
Males 115, or 55 per cent.
Fonales 94, or 45 per cent.
Average age, 25 years.
Average number of baths given, 56.

The Widal test was made in the laboratory of the Hospital in 201 cases.
vith the following result .

Positive in 179 cases, 89 per cent.
Negative in 22 cases, Il Jer cent.

Reports were received froi the laboratory of the City Hall in 175 cases,.
wvithi the followina(- resuilt :

Positive in 104 cases, 94 per cent.
N.2gative in 11 cases, 6 ,per cent.

Aibuinu, without blood or casts and in small amount, was present in 176
cases, 84.2 per cent.

Albuiin vas absent or not noted in 33 cases, 16 per cent.
N)ephritis, as indicated by the presence of blood corpuscles, casts or

large aiounts of albumin, was present in 79 cases, 37.8 per cent.
The diazo-reaction was reported in 52 cases, as follows.

Positive in 35 case2, 67.3 per cent.
Negative in 17 cases, 32.7 per cent.
Relapse occurred in 24 cases, 11.5 per cent.

Hemorrhage occurred in 20.cases, 9.57 per cent.
Perforation " 2 " 0.95 "

Phiebitis " 5 4 2.4 "
Pneumonia " 7 "' 3.3 "
Pereostitis " 2 " 0.95
Otitis media " 1 case.
Sciatica " 1
Erysipelas " 1
Acute endocarditis " 1
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Four of. the cases resulting in death were complicated with
pneunlonia; two were complicated with phthisis, and two with
peritonitis following perforation.

SU-MMARY OF THE CASES TREATED IN THE GERMAN HOSPITAL DURING THE
YEAR 1899.

Total number of cases 267, deaths 26; mortality 9.73 per cent.
Of these cases there were 173 males, 94 females.
Average age, 26.04 years.
Widal test, Hospital laboratory, positive reaction 231, negative 38.
City Ball: Positive 188, negative 56.
Average nunier of baths per patient, 45.55.
Albumin was found in 195 cases.
Granular and hyaline casts in 38 cases.
Granular casts alone in 40 cases.
Hyaline casts alone in 21 cases.
Diazo-reaction positive in 104 cases; negative in 64 cases.
'Relapse occurred in 22 cases, 8.24 per cent.
Complications occurred in 74 cases

Pneumonia, 16 cases.
Femoral phlebitis, 8 cases.
Intestinal hemorrhage, 19 cases.
Pleurisy, 5 cases.
Severe bronchitis, 5 cases.
Otitis media, 3 cases.
Severe epistaxis, 3 cases.
Furunculosis, 3 cases.
Erythema, 2 cases.
Peripheral neuritis, 2 cases.
Erysipelas, 2 cases.
Peritonitis, 1 case.
Perforation, 2 cases.
Malarial infection, 1 case.
Gonorrheal urethritis, 1 case.
Appendicitis, 1 case.
Meningitis, 1 case.
Abscess of the external auditory meatus, 1 case.
Pregnancy, 1 case.
Abortion, 1 case.
Stomatitis, 1 case.
Ischio-rectal abscess, 1 case.
Pulnonary tuberculosis, 1 case.
Urticaria, 1 case.
Advanced atheromatous degeneration of the arteries, 1 case.

Of the fatal cases, death was due to

Intestinal heiorrhage in 5 cases.
Pneumonia in 4 cases.
Profound infection in 13 cases.
Peritonitis following perforation in 1 case.
Shock following perforation in 1 case.
Exhaustion during relapse in 1 case.
Nepliritis in 1 case.
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SUMMIARY or THE CAsEs TitiATED IN TUE PHILADELPIA HOSPrTAL IN TUE
SERVICE OF DR. SALINGER.

Total nunber of cases b3,.dcaths 3 ; mortality 5.66 per cent.
Average number of bath.s per patient. 24.
Bemnorrhage occurred in ë cases, 11.3 per cent.
Phlebitis in 3 cases, 5.6 per cent.
Relapse in 6 cases, 11.3 per cent.
Pneumonia in 3 cases, 5.6 por cent.
Perforation in 1 case, 1.9 per cept.

SUMMARY OF TUE CIVILIAN CASEs TRETED IN THE JEFFERSON HOSPITAL.

Total nunber of cases 54, deaths 4; mortality 7.4 per cent,
Average number of baths per patient, 22.
Hemnorrhage occurred in 5 cases, 9 per cent.
Relapse occurred in 5 cases, 9 per cent.
Phiebitis occurred in 3 cases, 5.5 per cent.
Pneumnonia occurred in 1 case, 1.8 per cent.

A study of the facts as above sîunnarized justifies the follow-
ing affirmations:

1. That the treatment by systematic cold bathing does not
avert or dinïinish the frequency of hemorrhage.

2. That the frequency of this occurrence of perforation is
diminished. F. L. Hare, in 1,1'73 cases during the first three
years of the bath treatment, also observed perforation in 3bó cases,
less than 3 per cent.9

3. That it diiinishes the danger of complications, especially
those relating to the respiratory and circulatory tracts.

4. That it is apparently attended by a somewhat increased
frequency of relapse, thougli the general statistics in regard to re-
lapses are entirely unsatisfactory. If relapses are more comion
in bathed cases the explanation is probably correct that oving to
the reduction in mortality a large number of cases which under
other forns of treatment would have perished in the primary
attack survive to suffer the relapse.

5. That the treatment is attended by the occurrence of albu-
ninuria in a large percentage of the cases. This albuminuria
shows itself in two forms: (a) As a faint reaction without casts
or other indications of renal disease; (b) cases in which albumin
is present in considerable amounts with blood corpuscles and casts.

We have been led to believe that both these forms of albumin-
uria are nuchi more common in cases treated by cold bathinig than
those treated upon the expectant plan, and that the difference be-
tween the two forns is merely one of legree. Our observations,
however, justify the' assertion that in by far the largest proportion
of the cases the albumin disappears from the urine during the
course of the attack, and that at the end of convalescence the urine
is entirely normal. In a limited number of cases a history of
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previous disease of the kidney bas been obtained and, in a very
few instances patients who develop alhuminuria during the attack
have left the hospital with evidences of nephrit's. In this con-
nection the oft-quoted observations of Roque and Weil are so im-
portant that it may not be amiss to repeat thom. These investi-
gators asserted that " in typhoid fever left to itself the toxic pro-
ducts manufactured by the bacillus and the organisi itself are
eliminated in part during the illness. The urotoxic coefficient is
double the normal; but this elimination is incomplete and is only
completed clring convalescence, for the hypcrtoxicity c2ontinues
for four or five weeks after the cessation of the fever. In fypioid
fever treated by cold baths the elimination of toxic prodnets is
enornous during the illness. The urotoxic coefficient is five or
six times the normal. The hypertoxicity diminishes as the
general symptoms mend and as the temperature falls, so that when
the period of apyrexia sets in the elimination of toxins has ceased."

6. That it has no influence in increasing the danger of otitis
media. In the eivilian cases in the German Hospital in 89S,
one case of otitis media occurred in 209 cases, 5 per cent. In the
series of 1.899 this complication was noted in three instances in 267
cases, 1.1 per cent.

It is not our intention at present to discuss the details of the
bathing nor the general management of the patient. All these
are now generally understood. The modifications of the method
as originally formulated by Brand, which have been gradually
adopted as the result of our experience in the service at the Ger-
man Hospital, are as follows:

1. The administracion of purgatives early in the attack. Oal-
omel is usci for this purpose, sometimes in fractional doses, more
frequently in doses of from 3 to 5 decigrams. If necessary, this
is followed in the course of several hours by a mild' saline aper-
ient. The administration of these purgatives is usually re-
peated once or twice in cases that come in sufficiently early, but
they are never administered to those admitted to the wards after
the tenth day of the attack.

2. External applications. Cold compresses or ice-bags are
applied to the abdomen in all cases of abdqminal tenderness or
spontaneous pain and in cases of hemorrhage. In some instances
of tympanitic distention of the abdomen turpentine stupes are ap-
plied at intervals in addition to the external use of colcI.'

3. Medicines. The treatmnent by systematic cold bathing is
a routine method and is instituted in all suitable cases. The con-
traindications are the evidences of hemorrhage, perforation or
peritoneal infection. Eacli patient, however, is closcly watchèd,
and the conditions of individual cases receive proper considera-
tion. Appropriate nedicines are administered in response to
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special indications; hence the quantity oi alcohol varies in dif-
ferent cases, and such drugs as the aromatie spirit of ammonia or
ammonium carbonates, strychnia, caffein, the bromids, chloral,
opium and its derivatives and hyoscin are occasionally used. In-
halations of oxygen are sometimes employed. The proportion of
cases requiring any mdication whatever, except the early laxa-
tives, throughout the -attack is very small, not exceeding 10 per
cent. On the occu'rence of defervescence dilute-hydrochloric acid
is given for a short tiime, and later, if anemia persists, some form
of iron, usually Basham's mixture or one of the proprietary pre-
parations of the organie salts of iron.

4. The teraperature at which the bath is administered. Dur-
ing the whole course of the attack whenever, three hours after a
bath, the temperature taken in the mouth or in the axilla, as the
case may be, reaches 101.4 degrees F., the bath is repeated.
Prand's original formula fixed the rectal temperature at. which
tl ý bath should be repeated at 39 degrees O., which is equivalent
to 102.2 degrees F. This arrangement was arbitrary and based
upon an approximately average temperature of 39 degrees 0.
during the course of the attack, In this country it is not gener-
ally customary to take rectal temperatures in the acute diseases
of adults, and temperatures are usually taken in the axilla. The
difference between the rectal temperature and the axillary tem-
perature varies according to circumstances, but is nearly 1 degree
F. It is for this reason that we have adopted the rule to repeat
the bath when the axillary temperature at the end of three hours
bas reached or exceeded 101.4 degrees F.

5. Continuation of the baths during convalescence. Until
within the past year the baths were practically discontinued as
soon as the temperature ceased to rise above this level. A. very
remarkable fact caused us to modify this rule; namely, every now
and then a patient whose temperature no longer rose to 101.4 de-
grees F. requested to be bathed, saying that it made him more com-
fortable. In consequence of this 'we have adopted the rule of
giving one or two plunges a day during the defervescence, and a
plunge every day, or every second day, for a short time after the
defervescence has been completed. The result has been entirely
satisfactory and has appeared to us to hasten the convalesconce.

6. The location of the tub with reference to the patient's bed.
According to the formula of Brand, a movable bath-tub was pl.aced
at the side of the bed and the patient was lifted from the bed into
the bath or entered the bath with the assistance of the attendants.
This was the invariable method at the German Hospital until the
beginning of the year 1S97. This method was severely cr.ticised
as exposing the p9tient to serious risks in consequence of the change
of posture and muscular effort on his part. A careful study of.
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the whole. matter led us to modify this procedure. ln the graver
cases it is of course necessary to lift the patient into the tub, but as
improvement takes place, after a series of baths the patients are
enconraged to help themselves, and it was soon found that they
,were able to enter the bath with but little assistance. A different
arrangement vas then i<nade. A stationary tub was placed at the
end of the small fever wards. The severer cases were placed near
the bath and wer-e carried by the attendants fròim the bed to the
'bath and back. The milder cases and the improving cases were
placed in the more distant beds and walked to the bath with the
assistance of the nurses.

The fever wards are small, each containing six beds, the most
distant of which in the men's ward is a little over six meters from
the bath, the most distant in the womnen's ward being 5.75 meters
from the bath. Adjacent to these w'ards are other small wards
in wvhich fever patients can be placed with separate tubs, but in
all instances the improving cases and the milder cases are wrapped
in a sheet, rise from their beds every three hours, and are assisted
to the tub by the attendants, and returned in the same manner
after the bath. Eacli individual case is carefully studied, and if
any contraindication to this procedure is discovered the patient is
carried by the attendant from the bed to the tub and back. In no
insiance have we seen any reason to believe that this modification
has had unfavorable effects. On the contrary, it has appeared to
be of great service and has exerted a very favorable influence upon
the, course and symptoms of the attack, particularly upon the
condition of the respiratory and circulatory functions.

In a collection of abstracts made by Professor Alfred Stengel
and Dr. D. L. Edsall in an American Year-Book of Medicine and
Surgery, by Gould, 1.900, appears the following remarlkable state-
ment in regard to this matter: " We sec no reason for flying in
the face of fate in allowing patients to walk to the tub. It is
useless for the author to plead that no evil results have occurred.
The practice is indefensible."

We regret this iiconsiderate criticism, because it may lead
some to equally inconsiderate and hasty conclusions. Opinion
and authority, which are the strength of the law, are the weakness
of medicine-an art the practice of which is based upon carefully
observed and correlated facts. The practice of permitting the
milder and improving enteric fever cases to walkz with the assist-
ance of the attendants a few meters, in no case exceeding six, to
the bath and back, has now been practised in the ser7ice at the
German Iospital for more than three years.

Since the beginning of the year 1897 the following cases were
treated by systematic cold bathing with the procedure in question:
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Cases. Deaths. Mortality.

1897.................... 153 10 6.5 per cent.
1898-Soldiers.......... 147 5 3.4

-Civilians .......... 209 20 9.57
1899.................... 267 26 9.73

776 61 7.8 "

Thlese figures abundantly prove that the practice needs no
defence. They constitute the argument from experience. Aside
from these favorable empirical results there are theoretical reasons
for a change from traditional methods in treating cases of enteric
fever.

Among the more striking inorbid phenomena in the clinical
pictire of this disease under drug treatment, aways inadequate,
are the evidences of the passive visceral congestions to which pro-
gressive impairment of the heart's force and the circulatory ap-
paratus in general contribute. Ainong these are bronchitis, bron-
cho-pneumonia, and hypostatic congestion. There are others of
which one can speak less positively, since they are due in part to
the action of toxins. Examples of these are somnolence, wan-
dering delirium, gastrointestinali catarrh, intestinal paresis, to
wbich the tynpany is due. Both these sets of phenomena are
favored by the log-like continued passive recumbency of the pa-
tient. The muscular atrophy due to long disuse and the diminu-
tion in the activity of the toxin-laden serons fluids throughout the
body nst also be considered.

The najority of patients who suaer from enterie fever are
adolescents and young adults in the most active period of life.
The disease develops with comparative rapidity and is of long
course. Have we not in enforced continuons repose been adding
to the pathologie process a secondary disturbance of nutrition, due
to disease of fwction ? Our experience during three years justi-
fies us in ropying in the affirmative. The dangers of unrecog-
nized enteric fever-the so-called walking typhoid-are well
known, and long journeys undertaken by the patient after the
disease has made some progress, in order that he may reacli is
home, have been regarded as increasing the risk of the disease.
Under certain favorable conditions, however, as was shown during
the Spanish-American war, in the transportation by train of hun-
dreds of soldiers suffering from enteric fever from the practice
camps to Northern hospitals, these risks are insignificant; but in
the procedure under discussion the conditions are wlholly differeut.
The patient, if he be not too ill, is made to take a few steps from
his bed to the bath and back witlh the assistance of trained and
skilled attendants. He thus brings into use at rhythmie periods,
since the bath is given regularly every third hour, the muscles of
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his body, without effort and without risk, and by tiis rhythmic
stimulation of habitual functions minimizes certain of the patho-
logie processes.

7. The method of Brand has been designated the treatment by
systematie cold bathing. The measure of its success is largely deter-
mined by the period atwhich it is instituted in any given case. The
sooner, the botter. Under the ordinary conditions of hospital
practice few cases are received until the end of the first week, the
great majority later than this, and a considerable number as late
as the middle of the third week. It is obvious that the treatnient
by systematic cold baths instituted late in.the course of the attack,
must largely fail as a plan. There is nothing specifie in the in-
dividual bath. It is to the rhytinnic repetition of the stimulation
of physiologie processes and of the modifications of pathologic
processes brought about by a succession of baths commenced early
in the course of the attack that the favorable results are to be
attributed.

Finally, it is important to understand that the plan does not
merely constitute an antipyretic treatment. Mucih confusion and
misunderstanding have arisen from regarding the treatment only
in this light. Brand and his followers have constantlyinsisted upon
the fact that the lowering of temperature is one of the incidents
of the treatment, npt its only or even its main purpose. It may
here be affirmed that mere antipyretic measures, therefore, however
efficient, can not replace the hydrotherapeutic procedure, and have
in no instance yielded in large series of cases results at all to be
compared with the Brand method.-Philadelphia Medical Jour.
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A FEW INSTANCES OF THE USE OF PROTONUCLEIN IN
CONTAGIOUS AND NON-CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

BY WESLEY G. BAILEY, M.D., PEKIN, ILL.

Tiirs comparatively new substance has played an important role
in the arnamentariani of the up-to-date physician for at least
cighteen months or two years. These two years have conclusively
proven that protonuclein has cone to stay, as its action is not
ephemeral; for certain diseases are not the terrors even to the minds
of the laity or the profession since its introduction. To be prac-
tical, it is necessary or usual to illustrate one's points by the cita-
tion of cases. We will present a few for your consideration.

CAsE 1. Temale, aged 5, presented every feature of the
clinical aspects of truc laryngeal diplitheria (Klebs-Loeffler),
whicl was proven by microscopie diagnosis. This child had been
ill three or four days before the physician was summoned; that
foul odor so characteristic of the disease permeated the atnosphere
of the whole house. Little did the writer think that this child's
life could be saved, so livid were the lips, swollen the neck, and
stertorous the breathing. The vigorous use, locally, of the pro-
tonuclein special powder was immediately ordered every half hour;
previous to the local use of protonuclein, this little patient coula
not swallow anything, was fast becoming comatose, and was with
diffleulty aroused sufficiently to allow the perfect administration
of the renedies. After several insufflations of the powder, and
during a violent coughing spell, immense pieces of false membrane
were thrown out; at this time the internal use of the three-grain
tablets every three hours was commenced. From this time on our
patient mnade a rapid, uneventful recovery.

CAsE 2. Female, aged- 24, multipara. This case also gave
every indication of truc Klebs-Loeffler diplitheria, tonsillar al
piaryngeal (diagnosis confirmed by culture and microscope).
Thiis patient also liad chronic Bright's disease, fromn which she
suffered periodically with general edema, etc. Several months
previons to the attack of diphtheria she had suffered as mentioned,
and was placed upon the three-grain protonuclein tablets for three
or four months, which was considerable time after the general
dropsy had ceased. This patient now thouglit herself nearly well
and discontinued the use of the tablets as above, vhen she was
sud-lenly stricken -with diphtheria; this was several weeks after
the discontinuance of the protonuclein tablets. Strange to say,
this case, thoug-h an adult, was nearly asphyxiated on account
of the turgid mucous membrane; just at this time wc were
suunmoned in haste; protonuclein again scored a signal victory,
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after thorough anid vigorous use locally and. internally. Thoughi
on any treatmneit :uch a patient could scarcely be strong and well
again, yet inside of two weeks our patient was up and attending
to light household duties. In this family were two sinall children,
aged respectively two ard a half and four, wv'ho wiere constantly
about the room, and cven slept in the same bed with their mother
(the diplitheria case), both before and after the diagnosis was
iiade. We imnmediately adiinistered to each child a three-grain
tablet of protonuclein every three hours, and they did not contract
the disease.

CAsE 3. Klebs-Loeffler diplitheria (microscopie diagnosis);
male, aged 23. Thi was a imild case, and under the control of the
special powder locally and three-grain tablets internally made a
complete recovery in ciglit days.

CAsE 4. Streptococcus diphtheria (diagnosis by micro-
scope) ; male, aged 7. Ths child has had since its second year
siiilar attacks two or tbree times yearly. After a thorouglh appli-
cation of the special powder locally and thrce-grain tablets inter-
nally, wc recordei a " good recovery," and now, thou.gl two years
have elapsed since, there has been no return of te diseise.

In chronic Bright's disease protonuclein is, therapeutically,
without a peer in the opinica of the writer. Eleven cases have
been treated with it in our experience, and hile -we know the in-
evitable e'.d of such cases is an untimely death, yet we are certain
that in a inimber of instances life has not only been made casier,
by insuring more nearly perfect tissue ietamorphosis, but actually
prolonged by its use extended over a period of many months. We
respectfully ask each physician on reading this to cahnly think
what "more nearly perfect tissue netamorphosis" means to a
sufferer fron chronic Bright's disease, and then ask himself if this
can be performed as well w'ith any other remedy.

In tubercular joint affections we have used protonuclein in but
one case, and that bas the following history: Mother died of pul-
monary tuberculosis, and, maternal grandfather, though meeting
death by an accident, was in the last stage of phthisis pulmonalis;
paternal grandfather died of tubercular plithisis; child, a male,
at the time of the first exhibition to hin of protonuclein, was 5 1-2
years old. This was two years ago. At two years of age the
patient had scarlatina, followed by infantile paralysis of the left
thigi h.and leg; subsequently tubercular hip-joint and ankle disease
developed in the aiTected lcg. Protonuclein in three-grain tablets
vas given every three hours, together with cod-liver oil. Early in

the spring of 1-896 the hip and ankle required operative measures,
and was accordingly referred to Dr. J. W. Hairgrove of Jackson-
ville, Ill., for operation. Dr. Hairgrove has kindly furnished us
with bis notes vhile the case was in his care. We append them
below:
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"L. A., entecd iMay 22, 1896. Operatiot under ether iar-
cosis, May 25, followed by but sliglht shock. Taberculous abscess
cxtendinîg arouncd the ankile curetted and through gauze drain in-
serted. Large abscess on the inner anterior aspect of the thigh
opened and curetted, counter opening over the head of the femur
and through gauze draiti iiserted. After-treatmîent was autiseptie
irrigations througli and through witfh gnuze packing. Tempera-
ture ranged about 99.5 preceding and for some tine after the
operatiOni.

On Jue- 14, was noted siome swelling around the ankle. It
is evident that sone irritation still exists about the epiphysial ends
of the tibia aud fibula. lowever, nothing operative was done
uiitil July 7, so that the patient imight have an enjoyable holiday
on the Fourth of July.

" At the operation, three incisions were made about the anlide,
s< mne curetting, but no pus was discovered. The discharging fis-
tula at the thigi -was widened to inprove drainage, and packed with
gauzc. Henceforth the discharge rapidly decreased, and the pa-
tient weut home on Jfuiv 23.

" During the whole course of treatment he took protonuclein
and cod-liver oil.

I regret that I an unable to give more definite notes of the
case. While there vas no tubercle bacilli discovered at any time,
we must reinember how difhcult it is to find thein u this pus; it can
generally be done by the most patient and exhaustive effort only."

The little fellow is now pliumip and hearty, no swelling or ten-
derness of ankle or hip, and though the affected 1 * some inches
sIorter than the other, he can use the short one to support his
weight without difficulty; he is attending public school, and is any-
thing but a picture of tuberculosis.

We claini that sucli results are unattainable without proto-
nuclein. We further wish to say the child has not taken cod--liver
oil for six months, but Las been constantly on protonuclein.

Three cases of scarlatina have lately been under our care, and
throughout the disease wcre given nothing but protonuclein, with
the exception of a simple diuretic on two days only. Two of the
cases were light; the other developed a severe cervical lymphaden-
itis, wbich, under the v.igorous use locally (in throat) and tablets
in'ternally, was rapidly disappeariug -when, at this time, we left
lirections and ceased to make visits. We learned fron the grand-
father tho.t the mother of the child, ceased the insufflations when
our visits ceased; the gland again rapidly increased in size, and
was opened several days later by another physician. In this samue
famnily were three other children anid four âdults, who, were im-
midiately put upon one three-grain tablet every three hours; none
of these Last seven people mentioned contracted the disease.

We can not help commnenting that no better prophylactie in
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acute infectious diseases is known; and further, that the scope of
usefulness to which protonuclein can be put is alnost unliiited.-
Journal of thle American M1fedical Association.

PROFESSOR MANGES ON HEROIN.

THE extensive use. made of Heroin in clinical practice during the
past one and one-lialf years, and the abundant literature that has
already appeared on this new preparation, enables us to formulate
some positive conclusions as to its definite status in. the materia
medica. One of the nost striking features of this drug is its re-
inarkable action upon the respiratory organs, its effects consisting
in the reduction of the number of respirations, vith an increase of
their force. Besides this it exerts a sedative influence upon the
air passages, as evidenced by the alleviation of cough and irritation.
Heroin has also been enployed as a general analgesie, but it is yet
too early to form a positive idea of its utility in this direction. It
is worthy of note that in the literature thus far published, very
little reference has been made to after-effects, and these, for the
most part, have been of mild degree and observed chiefly in cases
where the dose lias been excessive. Like any active remedy,
heroin must be used vith proper discrimination, and in doses
adapted to the age and to the indications present.

Professor Manges (NVew Yorlc Mlledical Journal), who has
made a most exhaustive clinical study of heroin, writes as follows
on this point: " The general conclusion is that these effects have
occurred in a surprising'ly snall percentage of cases, vben it is
borne in mind that in so many instances the larger doses (one-sixth
of a grain) have been employed. Even the effects vhich have been
recorded are only relatively simple, and in no case was there any
serious effect noticed. These after-effects are decidedly of less
frequent occurrence and of nilder degree after heroin than those
froin morphine or codein." If attention is paid to these points
no special precautions are necessary in the use of heroin, except
such as apply to any remedy in the pharmacopeia. To obtain the
best results it should be administered in much smaller doses than
the opium alkaloids, and these may later be increased,. if necessary.

Professor Max Einhorn (Philadelphia M[fedical Journal) con-
cludes on the ground of his experience: " It will be readiy seen
from the above that we possess in heroin a very valuable thera-
peutic agent. It principally allays cough and cases respiration,
but it has ailso general analgesie properties which render it of
benefit in most pain'ful a-ffections. Except slight dizziness and
occasional dryness in the throat, which I found but rarely, I have
never scen any unpleasant symptoms even from a prolonged use
of heroin, and I can recomend it as a very valuable remedy.ý
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Edtorials.
DOES VACCINATION PROTECT AGAINST SI'ALLPOX?

A ooD deal of importance is attached to isolation and disinfection,
a ineans of protection against smallpox, and no modern sanitarian
(un doubt their value, althouglh they are not always available at the
times and places where they are most required.' Now, the inocula-
tion of a human .being with the contagion of cowpox protects the
l}srson thus inoculated against smallpox; or, at least against a
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severe or fatal attack of that disease, even after exposure to in-
fection, a'nd in instances in which isolation and disinfection are
not employed. The truth of this observation may be illustrated
by the relation of certain facts observed during the nost recent
epidemnid of smiallpox in Ontario. On Miay 11th, 100,> a-travellcr
naned F- , having arrived at Vancouver from Australia, con-
tinued his trip eastward, becamne sick on the railway train, and
vas renoved to the General Hospital, Winnipeg. Within forty-

eight hours after his admission he died, without liaving exhibited
any signs of an eruptive disease. The body was coflined and put
into the morgue, pending instructions fronm the friends of the
deceased as to its disposal. After word had been received fromn
them, the body was taken from the coflin, and was thon fond to
exhibit so many evidences of subeutaneous lemorrhage, that it was
decided the man had died of maligiant sinalipox. Directly or
indirectly, several distinct outbreaks of sinallpox were traced to
this man. One of these, which occurred at Fort William, Ont.,
vas a mild case, which was not diagnosed as smallpox by the

attending physician.
Owing to the fact that the Fort William case received the

visits of friends during his illness, ten distinct cases of smallpox
were traceable to him. At the end of three weeks lie -was con-
valescent, and for a week's time before the exposed persons had
sickened, he went abroad, meeting inany persons on the stree.<ts and
in public places, shaling hands with his friends, got shaved in a
barber's shop, etc., etc. An interesting question at once arises:
As the tine froni the beginning of the eription until the patient
ceases to be infective is fifty-six days, and as isolation and disin-
fection wecre not practisecd in the case of this individual, did vacci-
nation protect vulnerable persons, who were exposed to the con-
tagion of smallpox from him? It mnust be premised here that no
public vaccination and almost no private vaccination, had been
done in Fort William for the ten previois years. As soon as the
nature of the disease in this individual was discovered, general
vaccination was begun at Fort William. Hundreds of per-
sons, young and old, vaccinated and unvaccinated, presented
themselves at thé public stations, believing that vaccination was
protective against smallpox. Among those who had been exposed
and subseauently vaccinated, a large nimber were protected and
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diid not dev'elop the disease. Others, on the contrary, did develop
suallpox, but the vaccination ran concurrently with the smallpox,
rendering that disease much milder, a circumstance which
las frequeiitly beein observed duriiig similar epidemies else-
where. When wc think that every vulnerable (unvaccinated)

person, who visited the Fort William case, contracted sinallpox,
it is hardly supposable trat of all the persons whom he casually
n<î t. within three weeks of the time after he bad taken snallpox,
no1t one individual was infected by huin. And if lie was infective,
' hv did not the disease develop in those who were exposed? The

only adequate reply is that, thougli these persons had been exposed
to contagion, thcy were subsequently protected by vaccination. In
coerroboration of this view, it may be mnientioned that, in Essex
CoiIty, Ont., the vaccination of an entire comnunity in time to
-i.ord protection, bas prevcntecd the appearance of a single case of
siiiallpox, cven thoigh many persons had been exposed to the con-
tagio-n.

It may be further remarked that, of the ten Fort William cases,
tlirec died, and these persons w'ere reported to have not been
vaccinated.

The protective power of vaccination nay be further proved by
the facts given in the report of the physician in charge of the cases
of smallpox in Tilbury Township, Ont., durinig Noveniber and
T)(-enber, 1S99, which are published on page 10 of the Annual
Repuort of the Provincial Board of Health for 1S99. They are
as follows: " Of 28 persons exposed to snallpox, who exhibited
good, old cicatrices, all escaped; of three with poor, old cica-
trices, all tQok the discase mildly; of 20 vaccinated success-
fully, ail took the disease in a mild form; of 27 unvaccinated per-
son1s, all took the disease." Then, as indicative of the superior

protection afforded by vaccination, we may refer to a personal ex-
perience in the days when it vas customary to treat smallpox, as
well as other discases, at the Toronto General Hospital. Vaccina-
titn was, in mnost instances, the only protection the visiting physi-
cians lad, yet so complete did it prove, that we (o not recollect
a'i instance in which a hospital physician in Toronto caught
smùallpox. Facts like these are of more value than theories. Iso-
lation and disinfection are preservatives of a limited value against
snallpox, even in countries like Canada, where public hygiene is
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enforced; but medical gentlemen w'ho inveigh against vaccination
should counsel their friends and clients to avoid travelling in other
parts of this'continent, in which isolation fron sinallpox is not
practised, and in which the sole trustworthy preventative is vacci-
nation. J. J. c.

THAT "BETE NOIR," HOSPITAL ABUSE.

TiHE sibject of hospital abuse is one that is attractinig more and
more attention each year. The evil exists not only in Ontario, for
we find there is trouble from this source wherever hospitals are
numerous. In this Province ve had in IS9S some 48 hospitals,
according to the Governmlent report for that year, and others have
been opened since that time. Our Legislature grants $110,000
per annum to be divided per capita for the poor in these hospitals.
The Government grant was, up to the last few years, 30 cents per
patient per diem; but hospitals multiplied so rapidly, and people
were so rapidly becoming educated to the hospital idea, that the
above d. 1nite grant. as decided upon, with the result that the per
diem allowance is now about 20 cents, or a reduction of one-third.

Patients are admitted to hospitals at rates varying from $2.80
to $15 or $20 per week, according to accommodation, etc.

Patients entering a hospital on an order from their muni-
cipality pay $2.SO per week, which is the lowest rate. This rate
is also given to any patient who is willing to take wiat is called the
public ward. This amount is not sufficient to pay for board alone;
but as all patients in these wards are either paupers, and supported
by their municipality, or people who are supposed not to be able
to pay their way :n full, but wish to do what they can towards their
own maintenance, the Government grant is ased to make up the
loss, otherwise Lte hospitals could not exist. Patients of this class
have always received free attendance from their doctor, whether
medical or surgical.

It is from this condition of things that one of the worst abuses
of hospitals has come. We have known wealthy patients take-their
bed in the public ward and in this way receive not only their medi-
cal or surgical treatment free, but at the same time, the 20 to 30
cents per day from the Government for tlieir support. As tax-
payers, medical men have a right to demand that the proper author-
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ities investigate and remedy this evil; but it is not with this part
of the subject we are concerned at present. As physicians, we have
our time and labor taken by these people under false pretences, i.e.,
when they understand what they are doing, but we have good reason
for believing they do not always know. Many have never been in
a hospital before, and on their arrival are told the rates are from
$2.80 up. Many, from notions of economy, select the $2.SO bed,
and we have heard of their being informed that this sum included
the best medical or surgical skill on the staff.

If the hospitals would inforn all applicants for beds, other
tLan charity cases, that their treatment was not included in the
L.pital rates, and was a private iatter with their medical attend-
ai.t, it would, in our opinion, remove a great deal of the trouble
and leave the attendant free to charge or not, according to circum-
stances. flic same principle shiould hold with emergency hos-
pitals, bc.t here we find ,other abuses of a new and more exasper-
ating kind.

A man meets with an accident, is rushed off to the Emergency
Ifvspital, where his injuries are attended to by the resident staff
and a small charge made. IIe then says to Lis family doctor, he
will go to the liospital again, as the charges are lower than lie has

paid before. This is making the hospital a competitor for practice
with the medical men of the district, with the result that several
doctors report a marked falling off in their incomes. It seems to
u, that our taxes should not be used to bonus an institution to com-
pute withli us for work, and that with an unfair advantage over us.
The Ontario Medical Association at its recent meeting recognized
tLe above condition of aff airs, and adopted. a report, brouglit in by
its committee, endorsing the following principles:

1.. That all patients in hospitals paying their own hospital
iuaintenance must be informed that their treatment in hospital is
a private matter between themselves and their doctor, and not
covered. by the hospital charges.

2. That hospitils should not be competitors with the profession
for practice.

3. That no charge per se should be made at emergency hospitals
for treatment, but only for dressings, room, board, etc., and then
patient only to receive first aid, and at once turned over to his
Lmily physician, or in case lie has non, to a niember of the hos-
pital staff, non-resident.
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4. That lodges, corporations, and firms should not be allowed
to send nen into hospital at a $2.80 rate -without paying extra for
the medical attendance.

5. .That in the out-door departient no prescription be allowed
to leave the building.

This report was unanimously adopted, the Connittee con-
tinued for another year to look after the matter, and the Secretary
of the Association instructed to write each hospital in the Province
asking what its attitude is in the natter. We will be interested to
note the replies. * w. ia w.

TUE ATLANTIC CITY MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

A SCRATC of the pen and a few trite words are indeed a poor
,attemnpt to convey even an impressinist's picture of the meeting
of the American Medical Asso'.iation of 1900. The place of mueet-
ing, the far-famcd Atlantie City, was ideal, a little world of fine
hotels, splendid halls, also innunerable well-adapted places for
the different sections to liold their separate meetings. The physi-
cians were present in very large numbers, in fact flie Ductor and
his wife from everywherc erowded and briglitened by their pres-
ence alike hotel, drawing-room, board walk, pier, band concert,
reception, dance, and, alack! side-,how.- galore, and for the nonce
the voice of the darkey chaiged the burden of its song from
"Colonel " to " Doctah," by which name lie addressed everyone in
siglit. Many members as the Convention nimbered, they

Scarcely rippled the living tide,
That ebbed and floved

Through the busy streets

of the wonderful city by the sea.
The suggestion has frequently been made tliat it would be ad-

visable to have less alluring entertainments, prepared by the Enter-
tainient Conmittee, for thei members of the Medical Association,
and more strict adherence to work observed. However, never
could a Convention be-more royally entertained by the ladies of
Atlantic City, the State Medical Society of N-ew Jersey, and gen-
erally by " mine host " of -the numerous palatial hotels, and never,
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i. was stated, did members attend the meetings of their special
sections more regularly; the programme was so well arranged,
business and pleasure so dove-tailed that, as one said, "Everybody
went to everything." We here reproduce a half-tone illustration
of two of the overworked ( ?) members of the Association. This
is the oiily one that can be bought, as the taking of it broke the
camera.

The dinner of Medical Journalists at Hotel Dennis took place
the evening previous to the opening of the Convention. They truly
turned their " ploughshares into pruning-hooks," '.e., exchanged
the peu for the oily tongue of a smooth speaker, and over all hov-
ered the spirit of Love. This Love who hovered is not the nid-

Two of the overworked (?) delegates to the Anerican Medical Association.
which two?

versal preparation, but a product of St. Louis, Mo., and'patented.
The trade-mark on the special brand is I. N. Love reflected in a
iMfirror.

It was a great seeming pleasure to all present to mneet, greet,
and become living realities to one another, instead of paper people,
only read, but never looked upon. On the morning of the opening
session the interior of the great hall vas an imposing sight, with
its festooning of blue and white bunting, baskets of natural flowers,
and its sea of faces. Each State being designated by a large sign,
it was rendered an easy task to find a hriend, as he could be quickly
located under his own fig-tree.
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The President's address was practical, and lad a note of busi-
ness reform in it that nade it useful as well as interesting; he did
not attenipt any " fliglit of the imagin ation," but selected his sub-
ject and stuck to it.

In the different sectiins many papers of great value werc lis-
tened to and discussed with animation. The first day was brouglit
to a close by a concert, reception and dance, tendered to the Asso-
ciation by the medical men of New Jersey. The ladies appeared to
great advantage, and the hours took wings. Tie following evening
a vaudeville entertainment, then off to the Miarine Ball-Room on the
steel pier, to a reception in honor of Dr. Keen, the President of the
Association, followed by a dance, and both evenings very dainty
refreshients were provided. While the physicians were busy dur-
ing the day-time, their vives were not forgotten; sailing parties,
a roof-garden party, with all that the most thoughtful and gracious
of hostesses could think of, was offered for the pleasure and refresh-
ment of the ladies, and as they said adieu, cach guest was presented
with a bunch of American Beauty roses.

One delegate said to another, " Everything here has the air of
money about it--it's overwlielming;" and the other said, "It's
perfect hospitality, and yet all one can say is 'thank you,' and
never forget it."

The Museum of the Association on Young's Pier vas a favorite
dropping-in place, where the exhibits were unique and the arrange-
ment artistic in the extreme, and here again so lavishly did those
in charge of the exhibits gve away souvenirs, that one lazy doctor
said he had to take a rolling chair up the board walk to his hotel
in order to carry all that was given him. A snall boy, a doctor
in embryô, no doubt, who was there with " papa," seeing a lady
physician whose arms were loaded with various food preparations,
pamphlets, et al., and peeping oui froin this " bric-a-brac " a toy
terrier, exclaimed, " Oh, mna'am, where are they givinig away.he
puppies ? "

Every large hotel had its quota of delegates; the H-otel Dennis
had been appointed " Headquarters"-home-like, tasteful, bright,
filled -with laughter and friendly greetings; the foyer and long
palm-lined corridors preseiitecl a charming picture after dinner, as
the guests met and mingled, and here and there a face familiar,
and lit up by a holiday simile, -was seen.
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Time and space would fail to even mention the names of the
many widely-known physicians vho niight be seen flitting about
the halls of wisdom, or enjoying an hour of fun and fancy:-Dr.
T. B. Murphy, of Ohicago, always the centre of a little group; Dr.
Roswell Park, of Buffalo; our own Dr. Williai Osler, whom we
loaned to Baltimore; Dr. Nicholas Sei, Dr. Shoemaker, and Dr.
Rocinan, of Philadelphia; Dr. Mianley, of New York, and two
thousand one huidred other meibers who enrolled their nane,
and paid their fees. The only fault that the hypercritical could
find with the meeting was the multiplicity of papers and the
shortuess of the time.

Over the hookah often the pleasant days will be re-lived, but,
alas! the day-dream will be but a reflection of the b.ightness of the
sun that shone so gloriously on the meeting of the American Medi-
eal Association in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred, at
gay Atlantic City. w. A. Y.

A VISIT TO AN UP-TO-DATE LABORATORY.

A COURTEsY which was extended to the members of the American
Medica1 Association on their wiay home from Atlantic City was an
invitation to visit the Bacteriological Laboratory of Messrs. Reed
i Carnrick, at Jersey City, N.J. The physicians who availed
themselves of the invitation were received by Dr. Warner, and ho
and his assistants took the keen delight of laborious scientists in
showing and explaining the many actualities and possibilities of
their constant work and research. The several rooms comprising
the laboratory are tiled in white, and resemble nothing so much as
an aseptic operating room. Instantly the cost and perfection of
al] the paraphernalia and furnishings used appeal to the eye of the
visitor: the rows of microscopes, under which were seen slide after
slide, showing bacilli enough to account for even the sufferings of
Job himself; then a sterilizer, where diphtheria germs encased in
tubes wvere enjoying a prevailing hot wave. A unique exhibit was
a public school book, a geography, which lad played hookey, and
had been punislied by having its cover scraped, and some good,

eailthy-looking Klebs-Loeffler bacilli found upon it.
The nost modern microtomes were shown, so delicately ad-

justed that infinitesimally snall sections could be immediately re-
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moved from a specimen, which, when stained and mounted under
the cover-glass, were so thin that they resembled but a wash of
-water-color.

Then came a look at the animails, kept for experimental pur-
poses> in their comfortable miniature apartnent houses. Poor
-Bre'r Rabbit had tuberculosis, and refused to get better; his neigh-
bor in the fourth-flôor flat was bravely fighting the ravages of diph-
thleria, and away out in the suburbs a colony of exclusive guinea-
pigs ever debated the vexed question of which little pig should go
to market. Piggie's auswer was awaiting him in the form of a
liuge Jersey niosquito, safely housed in a tube, and very hungry;
and so, after the attentions of his barber in giving himn a good,
close slave, the guinea-pig would, througli the bites of the mos-
quito, soon be, it was hoped, the victim of malaria.

A visit to the well-equipped dark-room, and a view of some fne
results in mizro-photography, and in a small studio were some of
the most effective sketches in water-color executed with the gieatest
skill by Dr. Warner, and replete with nost minute detail, a privi-
lege, indeed, to see these sketches.

On arriving at Jersey City, should any of our Canadian physi-
cians have the spare time, u few minutes' ride on the Turnpike
Trolley vill afford an opportunity of spending a delightful hour
at the laboratories. w. A. Y.

11EDICAL WOIEN IN CANADA.

Wr, aclmowledge with pleasure the courteous and instructive letter
of the Dean of the Ontario Medical College for Women, which
appears at page 64 of this issue. The information contained
therein is sufficient to eiiable one to form a fair estimate of the
actual state of the medical education of women in Canada.

In reference to one of the wants alluded to, viz., the-lack of
laboratory instruction for women in physiology and pathology, the
easiest way out of the difficulty would be to send the lady pupils
to the laboratories of Toronto University for irstruction in these
subjects.

There does not seei to be any good reason why graduates of
the Ontario College for Women should be excluded from appoint-
ments to the hospitals, especially appointments to the Burnside
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Lying-In Hospital and the Sick Ohildren's Hospital. It may be
that in these institutions antagonism does not exist between the
nurses and physicians, because they are of opposite sexes, the
women doing the servile work, vhile the mental work falls to the
men. Iii domestic work, however, some women are mistresses, and
some are maids. Some are well-endowed mentally, and others not
so for mate. Besides, in many and varied business enployments,
viz., as accountants, lawyers, painters,.musicians, etc., women show
good capacity, and are trustworthy. As f ar as the public interest
is concerned, a well-oducated lady graduate of the Ontario Medical
eollege for Women ought to be as competent to carry out in a
hospital, under the direction of the visiting physician, the details
of the treatment of a case of tubercular meningitis,'as a trained
nurse is able to keep the patient's bed in order, or to administer
medicines at stated intervals. If the lady graduates wish to secure
hiospital appointments, they should continue to urge their claims,
aid success will ultinately cro-wni their efforts. J. J. o.

ARE THE CHARGES AGAINST THE HON. DR. BORDEN
TRUE?

I)RINGi- the past month serious charges have been laid at the door
of the IHon. Dr. Borden, regarding the shipping of, it is said, sone
trashy food for the use of the military in South Africa, food which,
through deficient care in canning, became worse than stale long be-
fore it reached Cape Town. It is claimed that some political job-
bpry vas at the bottom of the matter, but whether or not, the whole
thing is nothing short of disgraceful.

The manufacturers of Protose (Hatch) some time ago sent a
large quantity of their product for experimentation purposes to
lKingston MNfilitary Barracks, and made the request of the Govern-
ment that their food be put to the severest tests. This was donc,
and everything claimed for the article by the manufacturers vas
thoroughly established, viz., that it contained 85 per cent. of pro-
teid matter, and was capable of sustaining human lif e without the
use of any other food, being, therefore, particularly valuable for
field purposes. Taturally, after such a test, the Company sub-
mitted a tender to the Government for a certain quantity of their
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food for use in South Africa. In spite of that, the department,
ignored the tender and piirchased another so-called food, witli the
result as stated above.

All we can say is that -we trust the charges made are entirely
unfounded, as it is nothing short of criminal for any one, for any
reason whatsoever, to, if not endanger the lives, at least materially
increase the sufferings of our brave boys wvho are defending our
flag on the veldt of South Africa, and who inost assuredly deserve
greater consideration than to be di..ced iipon stmif which we would
not dare feed to even our beasts of burden.

W. A. Y.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The ledical Council Proceedings.-Owing to our being so
crowded this issue, we thouglit it wise not to publish the Proceed-
ings of the Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons till our
August issue.

The late Dr. Gibier.-The .extremely sad and sudden end to
the useful life of one of the most widely known Anerican physi-
cians, Dr. Paul Gibier, was a shock to the whole profession. The
value of his work in connection with the Pasteur Institute in New
York was priceless.

Military Banquet.-Through the courtesy of one of our sub-
seribers, Dr. larry forell, we received a copy of the Mfanila
Tines, giving an interesting accout of the first annual meeting
and banquet of the Philippine Association of Acting Assistant
Surgeons, U.S.A. The Association was forned on board the
Grant, on which seventeen miembers of the society went to the
Philippines to administer relief to the sick and wounded soldiers.
The annual banquet in futui-e will take place on " Dewey Day,"
May 1st."

Hospital Garden Party.-On Saturday, June 23rd, the Ladies'
Bard of the Toronto Western Hospital held a garden party on the
Hospital grounds, on Bathurst Street. An excellent band wras
secured, and anyone with any time to spare between three and ten
p.m., was able to spend a most enjoyable hour, wandering through
the beautiful grounds, listening to the music and partaking of the
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dainty refreshiments. One of our prominent caterers had the re-
freshnents in hand, and. they were served by well-kkown ladies,
who gave their services in this worthy cause. Tlie proceeds were
for the laudable object of aiding the hospital funds.

Congress of the International Medical Press at the Paris
Exhibition.-We notice in Le Pogrps .Medical that a congress of
the Medical Press will open on July 2Oth, at the press pavilion in
lie Exhibition B-uildiiigs, Paris. The subsequent meetings of the
('ongress, which is to last for three days, will take place at the
School of :Mdicine. The following questions will be discussed:
(1) Establishment of an International Medical Press Association.
(2) Protection of literary property in nedical publications. Prof.
Vircho\v, of Berlin, as representing the German Conmittee, a.nd
Prof. Bacelli, the Italian Conmittee, have accepted the positions
of honorary presidents of this Congress.

PERSONALS.

Du. GOLDIE baS rcmoved to 84 COOllege Street, the house until
recently occupied by Dr. Alex. MePhedran.

DRs. J. J. McKENzrE and J. Amyot are candidates for the
chair of Fathology in Toronto University Medical Faculty.

MiTss SKIvELEY, of Toronto General Hospital, has been ap-
pointed Hoiiorary Treasurer of the International Association of
Nurses, with headquarters in London, Eng.

Dn. ALEXANDER McPn1EDmRýx has reioved fron College Street
into his new residence on Bloor Street West. The Doctor will,
from this date, d .vote his time to consultation work.

DR. SAmuEL G. GAT., recently elected Professor of Rectal and
Anal Surgery in the Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital,
bas removed froi Kansas City, Mo., to No. 58 West 56th. Street,
New York City.

Trn members of the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario
for 1900 are: Drs. . E. Vaux (Chairman), P. H. Bryce (Secre-
tary)., J. J. Cassidy, W. Oldright, Toronto; E. E. Kitchen, St.
George; J. HI. McCullough, Owen Sound; W. J. Douglas, Cobourg.
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ONTARIO P1EDICAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.

Editor CANADIAN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

DEAn D)J.,-In answer to your letter of the 30th ult., I may
say that the Ontario Medical College for Women is the only school
in Canada for that purpose. In 1883 there was established a
Woman's Meical College in Kingston, which lived for some years
and died when the funds supplied by a lady of Toronto failed.
Some of the universities admit women students, and allow them
to attend the medical classes, but I believe their numbers are not
large. The nuinber of students at our school averages about ten
every year-sometimes more, sometimes less. Of these, a propor-
tion fall away before graduation. The pupils have a very fair
educational status; some of them are, or have been public school
teachers; others are ex-pupils from the H-igh Schools. The mental
calibre of the students was formerly, I think, of a slightly higher
grade than at present, or perhaps their moral stamina was greater,
as the difficulties to bc overcome were greater, and required more
determination of character to persist and succeed.

The subsequent success in private practice of our graduates is
a difficuilt matter to speak upon authoritatively; many are making
a living, but none have obtained a very renarkable pre-eminence
financially. Some of the girls hold government positions in the
Lunatic Asylums in the U. S.; and have made a success of it; a.
large proportion have gone out to China and the East as mission-
aries.

The two things which I believe to be necessary for the proper
preparation of the pupils are: Laboratory work, physiological and
pathological, and hospital appointments. The hospitals of To-
ronto are closed to our students as f ar as appointments go.

I am,
Yours, etc.,

R. B. NEVITT.
Toronto, June 10th, 1900.
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The Pysican' s Library.

BOOK REVIEWS.

A T .'I-Book of Practical Thlerapeutics, with especial referncce to the opplica-
itn of remedial meiasres to disease and their employment uipon a rational
huAs. By HionAler Antoav Han», M.D., B.Sc., Professor of Therapeutics

nud Materia Medica in the Jefferson Medical Colloge of Philadelphia;
lhysician to the Jefferson Medical College Hospital; One-time Clinical
Professor of Discases of Children in the University of Pennsylvania;
Lauîreate of the Royal Academy of Medicine in Belgiun ; of the Medical
S.tioty of London ; Corresponding Fellow of the Sociedad Espanola de
ligiene of Madrid ; Author of " A Text-Book of PracCical Diagnosis," etc.
ighth edition, enlarged, thoroughly revised, and largely re-written. Illus-
trated with thirty-seven engravings and three colored plates. Lea Brothers
& Co, Philadelphia and New York.
We would call the attention of practitionors and students to this work. The

first edition was publislhed just ten years ago, and, wonderful to relate, this is
now the eighth edition. The sale has been plieionioenal. Each edition has
been larger than the preceding one, and now, as this is the closing year of the
nintu<nth century, the author lias given us a revised edition which no student
obr practitioner should be without. This work bas already pleased us as no
other work on Therapeutics lias done. Its arrangement is so complote that
little improvemient could be suggested in that line. The author lias eliminated
ail drugs that have a doubtful reputation in the treatment of a given disease,
recomnending only those where the action lias been undoubtedly favorable.
He tells you oxactly what to use in a disease and how to use it, and in 1 what
combinations with other drugs it is most, suitable. For instance, in the treat-
ment of pneuionia he says first and foremost stands Clloride of Ammonium,
and then lie gives the exact prescription lie would use, viz.:

S Amnimonii chloridi............................ Si
Extract glycyrriz3 fI....................... -Il
AquS dest ................................. iiii

S. Teaspoonful in water every 4 iours during the day.

Tien lie says, if the couigh be in excess of the expectoration-that is, if the
cougli often fails to bring up the phlegm and is due to tickling or irritation-
it may be relieved by adding a little morphine to this mixture as follows (here
he gives the exact prescription he would use). Then lie goes on to say that if
Clîle'ride of Ammonium fail to act, the Carbonate of Ammonium or the Bro-
mid,' of Ammonium may be added, and gives the exact prescription. This is
an invaluable aid to the physician, and, as we have written oftei before, too
mnanv authors neglect to state exactly the prescription they would use in a
given disease. Many of then would write thusly: Ammonium Chloride or
Carbonate lias been found useful in this disease, or Morphine if the cough is
irritative and the expectoration scanty." Another redeening feature of this
work is the arrangement of diseases in alphabetical order with the appropriate
treatnent for each, so that all the practitioner lias to do is to turn directly to
the disease lie wishes information upon. The work is thoroughly up-to-date,
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and contains all the more import4nt now remedies which have stood the test of
clinical experience during tho past two years. In order that the physiological
offects of drugs may be more readily understood, a numuber of illustratiois
showing those portions of the body upon which the drugs exorcise their domi.
niant influence have been introduced, and this feature will make the book more
valuable, especially to students.

Wu consider Dr. Hare's Practical Therapeutics one of the finest works on
Therapeutics that the profession possesses, and the author is deserving of many
thanks for the practical suggestions which it contains. No physician 's library
is complote without it. Lea Brothers & Co., tho publishers, have sent out a
work which for neatness in appearanco and excellence of quality cannot be
surpassed. A. .1. il.

.Z'he Treatment of Fractures. By Cu Ls LocXE SCUDDEn, M.D., Surgeon to
the Massachusetts General Hospital, Out-patient Departient ; Assistant il
Clinical and Operative Surgery in the Harvard Medical School ; assisted hy
FREDEILICK J. CorroN, M.D. With 585 illustrations. Philadelphia: W. ri.
Saulnders, 925 Walinut Street. 1900. Canadian Agents : J. A. Carveth &
Co., Toronto. Price, $4.50.
The publishers have in this volume moro than sustained their good reputa-

tion. There are fow who w'ill deny that the use of a good heavy paper in a
book which, like this one, lias to be froly illustrated, adds very materially t
its attractive appeaince and inherent value. Dr. Scudder's work is, we are
glad to notice, freely illustrated with half-tone and other cuts, so that the most
important points are impressed upon the reader mnuchi more efiectually. The
author all through his book advises, first, accuracy in diagnosis, employing for
that purpose, if necessary, the use of an anesthetic or the application of the
X-ray, and then simplicity (fromn a nechanical standpoeint) in treatmnent. It is
a, pleasuro to rend some of the chapters, which deal with the treatment of certain
fractures, to notice into what minute details the author gocz. There are nany
writers who take too much for granted, and pass over politt s hici ouglht to
have stress laid upon them, but Dr. Scudder proves himself Loo thoough to
let himiself fall into that error. He proves that anyone, to be a successful
"bone surgeon," must have au accurate knowledge of human anatony This
is unquestioned, and we are strongly of the opinion that were surgeons, when
called upon to treat fracture cases, to more frequeutly consult their Gray's or
Morris' Anatomuy, the result would be more satisfactory to both patient and
attendant physician.

The author describes the best kind of dressings for "open " fractures, as
he denominates what have been known as "compound " fractures. He pays
considerable attention to the Ruentgen Ray ahid its use in fractures, and proves
of what inestimable advantage its employnient ainost always is. The publishers
in their preface pages give thre halif-tone illustrations proving .his, -which are
exceedingly ivell executed. We have formed a very good opinion of this work
and do not hesiLate to recoimend it.

A Text-Book of the MeJdical Treatment of Diseases and Siinptoms. By N.ESTOn
TiRmn, M.D., London, F.R.C.P., Professor of the Principles and Practice
of Medicine, King's Colloge, London ; Physician to King's College Hospital;
Examiner in Materia Medica to the Conjoint Board of England. Aapted
to the United States Pharmacopeia by E. Quix THoRNToN, M.D., Deimor-
strator of Therapeutics, Pharmaty and Materia Medica, Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia. Lea Bros. & Co., Philadelphia and New York. 1900.
After perusing this work one is safe in concluding that in many points it

will out-distance any (seemingly) similar contribution to niedical knowledge. It
is one thing for a student in his final year to.secure a theoretical knowledge of
the different branches of Pharmacology, but it is an entirely different matter
for him in his first and-subsequent years of practice to apply that knowledge in
the actual treatment of cases under his ca.. The way in which this booek hts
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beeni written, and the mnannor in which the subject in its several branches has
been presented, is such as to bo of vory maturial assistanco not only to the
student but oven to the practitionor of many years' standing. We find in the
different chapters that thoso symptois which afford indications for treatmnent
are l.tid muost stress upon. In discussing treatiment, mnany of the newer remue-
lies iave beei referred to, though the author has be2n consorvativo enougli to
umuplhtize those mnethods of treatmont hich have in the past becni tested and
yet luvie lot beenl " found vanting." The book we can recommend as being
worthy of confidence and worth a great many tines more than the price charged
for it by the publishers.

. Questoa n<mpends, No. 1'i. Essontials of diagnosis arranged ii tho
f1rm of questions and answers propared especially for students of medicine.
ab SOLOMMo SoLuS-COHEN, M.D., Professor Of Cliiical Medicine and Thera-

pentie-s in the Philadolphia Polyclinie; Lecturer on Clinical Medicine in
Jtterson Medical Collego ; Physician to the Philadelphia iHospital and to
the Rush Hospital for Consumptives, etc., and Auoustus A. Esussa, M..D.,
Prafessor of Clinical Medicine in tlie Philadelphia Polyclinic ; Physician to
the Philadelphia Hospital, etc. Illustrated. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Philadelphia: W. 13. Saunders, 925 Walnut Street. 1900.
Canadian Agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto. Price, $1.00.
Tiere is little doubt about it that a largo number of practitioners of to-day

owe thivr success at their final examinations to just such a quiz compend as this
on is. A bock such as that by Dr. Solis-Cohen is very frequently found valu-
able hy not only the studont but the physicin as evll, the points being im-
pressed upon the reader's mnemory in a manier not casily forgotten. Though
we iolid not recomnmend any student desiring to be thorough to depend for his
knowledgo of differential diagnosis upon a work of this kind, yet we say un-
iesitatingly that lie will be considerably assisted and materially aided by its
use both before as well as after examination.

A Haitu-Book for Nurses. By I. K. WàTsoN, M.D. (Edin.), late Houso Sur-
g.,un Essex and Colchester Hospital; Assistant House Surgeon Sheflicld
Royal Infirmnary and Sheffield 1 oyal Hospital. Amrican edition under
the supervision of A. A. STEVES, A.M., M.D., Professor of Pathology in
the Womîan's Medical College of Pennsylvania ; Lecturer on Physical Diag-
nosis in the University of Penniylvania; Physician to St. Agnes Hospital,
Philadelphia. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders, 925 Walnut Street. 1900.
Canadian Agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto. Price, $1.50.
There are at present for sale an exceedinigly limited number of books suic-

able for the use of nurses. We do not refer to encyclopedias, ior yet systemus
(so called), as nurses are like physiciaus in so far that they have net, as a rule,
the time to devote to the reading of large works. A book such as that of Dr.
Watson's will now furnish those identified vith the nursing profession with
much of the necessary information for the successful carrying out of the daily
routine of work without their having recourse to the difficult task of culling
what they iay wish fromt a large and builky systen (often a decade old) placed
at their disposal.

Ti Esent«ls of HJemctology. A Practical Guide to the Clinic.al Examination
of the Blood for Diagnostic Purposes. illustrated. Published by The
Palisade Manufacturing Co. of Yonkers, N.Y.
r'his ever live and thoroughly.up-to-date firm (indeed toc mnuch tp-to-date

to suiet some of its competitors) bas sent us an advance copy of a small, but
beautiully exccuted, pamphlet, entitled "The Essentials of leimatology,"
describing in minutia the blood as it presents itself to the eye under the
nerosope, both when normal and also in the different diseases, c.g., mild and

severo types of chlorosis, secondary chlorotie anemfia, pernicious anemia, Von
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Jaksch's anemia; leucocytosis, etc. The text is illustrated in an oxceptionally
interesting ianner by quite a nuimber of colorod iicreo-photograplhs, the execu-
tion of which are a credit to any lieuse. We are pleased to know that this
pamphlet will be followed up by a sonewhat similar treatise on Diagnostic
Bacteriology, and subsequently by one on the Clinical Exanination of the
Stonach Contents for Purposes of Diagnosis. The three together will be well
worth binding for purposes of preservatipn.

Golden Rides qf Medical Practice. By AnTTnen BENRY EvANs, M.D., B.S.
(Lond.), F.R.C.S. England ; Fouse Surgeon, late House Physician anul
Resident Obstetrie louse Physician, Westminster Hospital, etc., etc.
The Golden Riles of Ophthalic -Prac/iice. By GUSTAVUS HARTUIDy,
F.R.C.S. "Golden Rule" series, Nos. IV. and VI. Bristol: John
Wright & Co. London: Sinpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd.
Price, one shilling.
These are another two of the "Golden Rule " series, several of whiclh we

have lad occasion to refer to in past issues of the JouiwAnL. "Thie Golden
Rules of Medical Practice" is no exception to the rule, and contains inany
points, servirg as a vest pocket reinilder to the busy practitioner. The sanie
applies to "The Golden Rules of Ophtlhalmic Practice," by Gustavus Hart-
ridge, F.R.C.S.

Practical Gynecology: A Band-Book of the Dieases of TVomeai and Cildren.
By Hyvoon SmiTH; M.A., M.D. (Oxon.). Second edition, revised and
enlarged. London: denry J. Glaisher, 57 Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square W. 1900.
In Dr. Smith's second edition he lias presented to the profession the înost

salient points of both the treatnent and the diagnosis of gynecological cases.
He has not gone into, unnecessary details, thus burdening the reader with facts
whieh can be found in full in larger volumes. The system of arrangement in
this book is such tha, one can refer to any disease without the loss of time or
unnecessary trouble, and the author lias apqpendcd a list of reniedies and a very
complete index, which adds quite materially to the value of the book.

R1EPORTS RECEIVED.

Eiglteenth Annual Report of thîe Pra.vincial Board of Health of Untario,
being for the year 1899. Printed by order of the Legislative Assembly of
Ontario. Toronto: Warwick Bros. & iRutter, Printers. 1900.

The Twenty-second Annual Report of the State Board of Health of the
State of Connecticut, writh the Registration Report for 189S, relating to Birthîs,
Marriages, Deaths and Divorces. Printed by -rder of the Legislature: New
Haven : The Tuttle, Moorehouse, Taylor Ce. 1900.

" Merck's Annual Report for 1899." We have just received and perused
with considerable pleasure· Merck's Annual Report for 1899. This is one of
the most readable pamphlets we ha, run across for soine time. It is wonderful
tonotice with what strides Merck's ReportLbas increased in size froin year to
year,. till now it lias reached one of which Herr Merck miay well be proud. In
circulation, from a very modest beginning, the report lias now reached the
wonderful numlber of. thirty thousand copies. The profession always welcoenc
Merck's Report, in fact any literature issued from this liouse in Darmstadt, rs
the firn. are known to be of too high a standing to publishi anything tef colr.


